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Rationale#-"* Reading la a rich source of Insight which
aids the child In gaining Information, personal satisfactions
and social experiences# At their best, reading materials can
actually strengthen him for the difficult tasks Involved In
growing up# As he Identifies with characters aad lives
through their successes and failures, joys and sorrows he Is
building attitudes, sympathies, and patterns of thinking
which persist throu^out life.
This emphasis on reading Indicates that development of
good tastes, appreciations and broadening reading Interests
Is of real Importance and Is a responsibility of every teacher#
It Implies furthermore that It must be a continuous process
which begins In nursery school and continues throughout adult¬
hood# If good reading habits are firmly developed, the child
will most likely keep them throughout life#
A child*s reading ability and Interests seem to be
largely determined by his literary envlrozunent, his mental
and emotional development, and his own experiential back¬
ground# There Is evidence that children read what Is avail¬
able* It is thus a prime responsibility of the school to
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furnish a large supply of "desirable books."^
If the best books are to be found for children, there Is
a need of standards for judging them* Two primary judging
factors of books ares (1) a book for children Is a good book
for them when they simply enjoy It, (2) a book Is a poor book
for children If they are vinable to read It or If they find It
boring* Of great Importance too la a thorough knowledge of
2
the child for whom the book Is Intended*
A few qualities^ that children demand In their books ares
(1) action, that Is within the child's world, and also that
can help him adjust from idiat he knows to something new; (2)
human Interests, to help the child understand those about him;
(3) Imagination, which constitutes the child's Imaginative world
If not Its real world la the child's pleasiire world*
The writer believes that this study will serve as a
frame-of-reference to teachers In providing suitable reading
materials for the fourth and fifth grade pupils* It will aid
the writer to stimulate concern about reading Interests among
other elementary teachers, to give wise guidance In the
selection of reading materials uhlch make pupils become aware




Edna Johnson and Carrie Scott, Anthology of Children's
Literature (New Xork)* p* xxvli.
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of the sheer plessurest broad experiences^ deep understanding
and fine appreciations that books possess* It viXl also gire
the writer and other teachers in similar situations certain
indications of hov the expansion of reading interests may be
attained*
Statement of the Problem*-** The problwn involved in this
study was to o(»apare tbe reading interests of the fourth and
fifth grade pupils of the Risley Elementary School* Brunswick*
Georgia and fourth and fifth grade pupils of Sterling Con*
solidated School* Dlyxm Coirnty* Sterling* Georgia*
Limitation of Problem*** At least four limitations were
recognised as inherent in this study* (1). The writer at*
tempted to e<»apare the reading interests of the fourth and
fifth grade pupils of the Risley Elementary Sehool az^ the
fourth and fifth grade pupils of the Sterling Consolidated
School* Glynn County* Sterling* Georgia* (2). The period of
this study was limited to six months* (3X The Normative*
Suznrey method of research was used for the collection of data
for this study employing the technique of questionnaire in*
quiries* informal Interviews and observation* (4).. The source
of data for this^sj^udy was the responses of the one hundred
and twenty pupils to the items on the Questionnaire and tize
information gained from these pupils during interviews*
Situation*** The settings for this thesis are Risley
k
ElamentaxT’ School^ Brtmswiok* which Is located in the south*
•astern part of Georgia and the Sterling Consolidated School
which Is situated at Sterling^ Georgia^ In Glyon County* nine
Billes north of Brunswick on U. S« highway 3^* Brunswick has
a population of 17*954 which 6*800 are Segroes* while
Sterling has a population of $0Q of which 27$ are Negroes*
The Rlsley Elementary and Sterling Schools have imroll*
ments of five himdred and one hundred* respeetlTely* Both
faculties have merahers with bachelors degrees* high levels of
certification and records of study beyond the collegiate
level*
The writer has had many experiences that have stimulated
her to conduct this study* These experiences include her
having to order the textbooks as well as the library books
for the Bisley Elementary School* In the past* emphasis In
judging best books for the children was placed on selecting
only those books that the writer thou^t these children would
enjoy reading* The County School will be consolidated for
the school year 1954*^955 with the Bisley Elementary School*
Therefore* instead of ordering books for an «itirely urban
group* the books selected must be suitable for both the iirban
and rural groups*
The Bisley Elementary School has a library whose major
objectives aret
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Im To dovolop desirable reading habits*
2* To supplement the work of the classroom*
3* To develop and maintain a material laboratory for
the use of the entire school*
I|.* To provide qualified leadership to guide the reading
of pupils*
5* To serve as a socialising agency of the school*
The pupils are encouraged by the teachers to select books
from the school and public libraries which have served as an
incentive to reading and the development of good reading
habits*
In order to promote interest in reading* the children who
read ten books or more during a month from the first tbrou^
third grades* and twenty*five books or more during a month
from third throu^ sixth grades from tiim Public Library are
awax*ded "^Certificates of Uerit*"
The Sterling SelK>ol has an Ijq>rovi8ed Library* The
children are encouraged to keep a recoil of the books they
borrow from the school or public library* ihese x^eords are
kept by means of wall charts; this is one of the methods of
improving interest and habits of reading*
It was out of this Situation that the idea of making this
study comparing the reading interests of the fourth and fifth
grade pupils of the Risley Elementary School* Brunswick*
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Georgia azid fourth and fifth grade pupils of the Sterling Con-»
solidated School^ Glynn County* Sterling* Georgia vas origi*
nated*
Purposes of the StudT*«*» The purposes involved in this
study vere as followss
1* To determine what research has been made irelative to
reading interests of pupils in the fourth and fifth grades*
2* To find out the reading interests of the fourth and
fifto grades of the two schools*
3* To detenalne if there are any statistically 8ignifi«»
cant differences between the reading interests of the fourth
and fifth grade pupils of the Risley Elementary School*
Brunswick* Georgia* and the fourth and fifth grade pupils of
the Sterling Consolidated School* Glynn County* Sterling*
Georgia* '
Definition of Terma««» The term* "reading interest*” as
used in this study refers to those expressed preferences for
and attitudes towards reading as indicated through responses
to the Reading Interest Questionnaire*
2« The texm* "interest*" ds used in this study refers
to what children say they like to do when they have spare
time and the tendency to react favorably*
Method of Research*** The Horeoative Survey method of re¬
search was used for the collection of data for this study em¬
ploying the tetoniques of questionnaire inquiries* infomal
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InterTl^vat toad obsarratlon*
Method of Procedure«*«* She proeediore ttxat «a« used for
achieving the purpoeee of this study vas as follovst
Step X«i Selecting sixty boys and girls from tto Rlsley
Rlementary School and the selecting of sixty boys and girls from
the Sterling Coxisolldated School^ by randcHS sampling*
Step 2* Administering a Questionnaire prepared under the
supervlslcm of persons capable of criticising Its e<»istraetlon*
Step 3* Surveying related literature to flM out ihat
others have had to say In similar reports*
Step Observing subjects*
Step 5# Holding informal interviews with subjects or sanple
of subjects*
Step 6* Analysing azul constructing of tables* graphs and
charts as a means of presenting data obtained*
Step 7* Reporting findings In written form*
Peserintlon of InstruBent Haed**»*
1* It vas quite iBq>ortant to read quite a few works of
several authorities in the field of reading* These
readings were carefully selected so as to be able to
prepare a questionnaire that would afford the desirable
Information*
2* Before the qusstl(»malre vas applied* It vas sent to
authorities capable of criticising Its construction*
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3« ATter tho neeesaary eorreotlons and pTOTislona vera
mada^ the questionnaire was administered to li.0 atudentsy
ao that Its weak points could be pointed out and ax*>
parlenea in its use afforded the writer#
U* Forty ^ildren were used to test the questionnaire#
Ten each frcmi the l|.th and 5th grade RlsXay Elementary
SchaoX and ten each fr^ the 4th and 5th grade of
Sterling Qonsolldated Sehool« QXynn County# were also
used*
5* The results were then checked and sent to the fore
named authorities for approwaX#
6# The second administration of the test was made after
^e first questionnaire results had been approred# The
second time questlozmalre was administered for the
purposes of finding its clarity as far as the subjects
were concerned#
7* Twenty students were used for the rentes tingi Fire each
tr<m the fourth and fifth grades of the Hisley EXwbmi*
tary School and fire each from the fourth and fifth
grade of tiie Glynn County School*
8# The questionnaire was rerlsed and retimied to the same
authorities to be approred before the questlonnaiz^
was administered to 120 subjects^ sixty subjects from
the fourth and fifth grades of the same schools were
9
used ft the final testing*
9« The results were analyzed* statistically treated* and
Interpreted*
Tha items on the questionnaire were discussed in the
following order!
»
1* Enjoyment of Reading
2*. Securing Cards from the Public or School Library
tiae of Library
if* Number of Hours Pupils Spent Weeld.y in Reading Apart
from Lessons
5* Tima of Day Pupils Preferred Reading
6* Days on Which Pupils Preferred Reading
7* Attitiides Toward Various Types of Books
8* Pupils Expressions as to What They Think about Reading
9* Attitude Toward School -
10* Choice of Subjects According to Order of Preference
11* Pupils Prefer«aces In Reading Actlvitlee
12* Titles of Books Presented in Order of Preferex^e
13* Number and Names of Books Which Pupils Owned at Home
ll{.* Most liked Comic Books Read by Pupils Reported in Order
of Preference
l$m Most Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented
in Order of Expressed Preferences
16* Nximber and Percentage Distribution of Pupils Concerning
10
Sections of the Newsi>aper Liked Best
20* Number and Percentage Distributions of Pupils Responses
concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Reading
21* Amount of Time Spent During the Week Reading the
Newspaper
22* Distribution end Percentage of Responses Made bj
Pupils as to the Source of their Magazines*
Review of Related Literature*«■>«» To the knowledge of the
writer there are few if any studies which make the comparison
which this thesis attempts to do* However* there have been
many books written on reading in the elementary school and a
ntjmber of studies have been made in the area of reading inter¬
ests in the elementary school* Frcun these sources significant
quotations and discussions are presented under the main topless
1* General Treatments of Reading Interests by Authorities
of the Subject
2^ Factors Influencing Reading Interests
3f Studies Related to the Present One
We see about us the ills* social and economic* that are
traoeable* in part at least* to faulty thinking* We realize
the need of having the children develop habits of correct
thinking* in that all school subjects are largely dependent on
the ability to interpret the material by means of reading* A
good general knowledge of reading ability is essential to the
11
individual *8 attaining his fullest davelopraent so that he asay
beecsae worthy, effeetive, and a happy mesiber of soeiety* There*
fore, it is of prime is^rtanoe that schools develop these
reading programs, then ttie teacher oust achieve a ecmiplete undex**
standing of the needs of every hoy and girl in her class*^
In the g<meral treatments of the subject of reading in*
terests authorities have eo^hasised the importance of their
guided developoant* They agxee that an attempt should be made
to develop skills and release potentialities early in life,
Arthur T« Jersild^ states thatx
The beginning of reading interests appears In the
young child*8 manipulation of books and pictures, his in*
terest in "looking at and identifying pietixpea, and his de*
sire for storytelling and being read tb« Beading interests
emerge out of experiences that go back to early infancy.
When the child has learned to read, reading activities and
certain interest show certain age trends, both in the
amount read and in the range of topics read,
Rosui Gana^ believes f
If each child iho acquired the ability to read also
acquires a genuine appetite for reading, his individual
voluntary reading loay become the aiost valuable type of
drill,
Pora T, Smith^ points to the fact thatx




Jersild, Child Payehologor* CSew York, 19i^7), PP*
^Rcnaa Gaxui, Guidlnr^ Children's Reading Through Experiences.
(Bew York, 1950), p, 63*
^Forty-Seventh Yearbook, Part II, Reading in the High School
and College. The Rational Society for the Study of Education,
{Chicago, 19I46), p, 180,
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Lttft to themselTesy jotmg people tezid to read vithln
a narrow area and In materials whl^ afford them little
real ohallenge« They need the guidance of sympathetic and
widely read adults In identifying^ extending and Intensl*
fylng their intersats*
Semlngly It Is then the duty of the teacher to capitalize
upon the children’s interests as motlTstlon for reading and
other learning and to redirect old Interests and stimulate imw
produetlTO ^ea«
Russell suggests thatt^
The teacher can become acquainted with the Individual In*
te3*eats of boys and girls byt
Showing ahat research says about the ccantent of
children’s interest at different levels*
2* Understanding ehat research studies tell about factors
affecting children’s Interest*
3* Studying the Interests of the Individual In the class
by means of conversation^ obserratlon^ Interest In*
ventorles and other devices*
Betts addx^sses the saioe subject and suggests further
steps that the teacher may take* He says that!
The Interest of the leazner is a fundamental principle
of Instructlcm* It Is wise for a teacher who Inventories
the Interests of her children* because this pezmlts her to
take an Important step tcward the establishment of rapport
In the larger sense* However* s<»ae differentiation xcist
be made between transitory and permanent Interests* And*
^Bavld H* Russell* Children I^am to Read. (Hew York* 1950)*
P. 249*
^Eamett Albert Betts* Poundatlcais of Reading Instruction.
(Hew York* 1950)* p. 261*
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th» ehi«f ehi^.Iong* lies in the development of turner
worthwhile interests*
Ituella €ole^ stresses selsotion of msterisls as a prime
responsibility of the teacher* It is her belief thats
A teacher cannot find out ehat a given €hild*s in*
terests are unless she can let him try all conceivable
irairietiest books* magazines* advex^isem^at* newspapers*
cartoons* and scrapbooks* One should especially avoid the
practice of giving children only *TOrtbwhile^ books and
literary classics* All too often teachers fail to find a
pupil *a interest because the available range of hw>km in
the schoolroom is much too squlII*
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Bcmd and Bond give three sia^or factors of instruction as
designed to develop the phases of the readlzig program* naiiutly*
"extensiveness of the child *s interests* the intensity of his
interests and the quality of his reading choice**
The factors influencing reading interests have been widely
dlseueeed by many writers*
It is generally agreed among paychologiets that most in*
terests including reading interests laay have some natural basis*
but are largely the result of the content of the child’s en*
vironment*^
^Smaett Albert Betts* Potmdations of Beading fostraction*
Sew York, 1950)* p. 261*
^luella Cole* The Improvemmt of Reading. (Sew York* I9I4.O)*
pp* 300-301*
^uy L* Bozid end Eva Bond* Teaching the Child to Read.
(Hew York, 1945)* P* 333*
fha verity of the above etatenwnt is pointed by Monroe and
Backus*^
The child *s hoiae environment contributed its share of
factors to reading disability* Children reflect the at*
titudes and interests of their parents* Motivation toward
reading is usually greater in homes where reading is a
frequent activity than in homes wl^re parents never «igage
in reading*
Russell lists the factors affecting children's interests
ast
1* Factors inherent in the child
a* Bex* Boys and girls have similar interests when
young children* but these diverge as they mature*
b* Age* The Thoimdike study shows less change in in*
terest frcm ten to fifteen years* especially aacxig boys* when
it is a ease of selecting titles rather than reading books*
e* Mental Ability* In general mental ability is
associated with chronological age| but where there are deviations
in reading interest* A number of studies report that dull
children like books only a little more matiire in theme Uian
younger children of the same mental age*
2* Factors in ttie Heading Material
Trends toward greater use of pictures and of color
^Maricm Monroe and Bertie Backus* Remedial Reading (Hew
fork, 1937), P* 31*
^David H* Russell* op* eit*« p* 2^9*
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hAv Increased the attraotiTcnesa of most children's books*
ImproTements In the attractiveness of school texts In reading*
seieneeii social studies* and other fields enable texts to
compete successfully with many <^ildren*s "Library books*"
3* EhvirozxBental Factors
a* Accessibility* Children's free reading is In*
flueneed by ttm school curriculum sM children will read idiat
is accessible to them*
b* The reet»maendati<m of friends
1
ifse and Lee lists certain factors of children's interests
are helpful in guiding children's reading*
1* Katerial must be suitable to their level of under*
/
standing* This means of course that the material must be well
within their reading ability* Besides this it soist be within
tiieir understanding mentally*
2* Stories must be fast moving and graihic* Childrwi want
active not passive situations* They want action* something
doing all the tiimi to hold a developing interest and make more
fascinating a teehniqute* They prefer direct to indirect con¬
versation* a minlBnm of pure description and many pictux*e8*
3* They enjoy records of human experience which are
partially familiar to them* This fits in with the experismitial
background*
iLee end Lee* The Child and His Currieulma* (Hew York*
1950). p* 360*
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i|« Th« taflt«a of bright ehildren differ soaeidiat from
those of average ehildren* and these from the interests of the
dull.
Tastes were largely affected by aoeio^i^oonoaio status
and amount and kind of reading material in the home* entirely
apart from the intelligence of the child*
Studies related to the present ones
In one of the earliest studies giving the developmental
changes in reading interests* Terman and Lima^ found interests
at these various levelss
1* Before five yearst Mother Goose xhymes* other Jingles*
sls^le fairy tales* az^ little nature stories*
2* Six and seven jearss Animal talking stories* Mother
Goose* some of shorter fairy tales*
3* £i^t yearsS Fairy tales* beginning interest in stories
of real life*
4* Bine years! Bealistie stories* continued by less ln«*
terest In fairy tales* reading used to satisfy curiosi¬
ty*
$0 Ten years! Bealistie stories* continued but less in¬
terest in blogmphy* boys begin to i^ad books <m.
mechanics aM inventions* soebs myths and legends*
6* Eleven years! Series repeating same characters in ad¬
venture end B^stery* boys increasing interest in
science* interest in animal and nature stories de¬
clining*
^Levis Terman and Margaret Lima* "Children *a Beading In¬
terests* A Guide for Parents end Teachers” (second edition)
Chapter V* ea cited in David H* Bussell* Children Learn to Read
(Hew York* 1950)* p* 25r*
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7» T«elv» 7«ar8t Headijsg Interest at its highest* biography*
stories of home and Si^ooX life* boys interest in more
sensational adventure* girls begin to read so-called
adult fiction*
6« iniirteen* fourteen years! Hew reading interests of more
specialised type* often related to hobbies* bf^s in*
terests in mechanical and scientific Intensified*
girls read more TOmantio fiction end may read boys
adventure stories*
P* Fiftem years! Noticeable decline in amount of reading*
continued specialisation of intexHists*
Thoz^iks^made a study based on the reactions of 2*691
odiildren in gmdes four to tvelve to fictitious titles and an*
notations and cozicluded that!
There is a consistent pattern of boys interests * « *
and to soQUi what lesser extent a pattern of girl interests
cutting across all age ai^ intelligence differoiees in the
group of children nliui years and older*
Lee and Lee in reporting the finding of a study made by
Margaret Mead state that!
There are marked sex differmces in the type of books
read by boys and girls *•* the sex differences in t<mt^era*
mont and behavior are largely dependent upon diffexvnt
social attitudes in different societies rather than in*
herant tendeneiss*
Seemingly toys and girls hsvs similar interests when very
^Bobert Thorndike* *Children*s Beading Interests* Based on
Fictitious Annotated Titles Questionnaire** Bureau of Teachers
Publication* Columbia University* as cited in David B* Bussell*
Children Learn to Read# (New York* 1950)* p. 267.
^Margaret Mead* Sex and Temperament {New York* 1935)* aa
cited in Murray Lee and Mary Lee* The Child and His Currleuluau
(Sew York* 1950)* p* 364*
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yotmg but as they mature and grow these interests tend to
diverge*
Witty and Eopel^ made the following reports
Age and sex differences in reading preference have
been stodied widely*. And this research bears out the fact
that before the age of nine there is a marked similarity
in the reading tastes of boys and girls* ^Animal stories
which involve the element of personification are favored
theme of the primary child** The fantastic quality of the
nature story and faizy tales reaches its highest in
stories of real life* Kost children of nine live more in
tee real world than in a world of fancy* Before this age




••• Of over 2*000 ehildzen* aged ten to twelve years
in Hew fork City Schools* bote sexes joying aqra tery*
adv^ture and history but disagreeing on auch items as
novels* poetry* stories of home and school* fairy tales
and detective stories*
Butterworth and ThcMupson investigated age<*grade and sex
diffea^encea of childreQ*a preferences for comics* La grades X
thrcfugh XII* 1*258 pupils listed books liked and disliked*
From this preference list* 25 books were Aelected for study to
determine the relative popularity of books* and relationship of
popularity of books to extent factors* Infoznnation eoneemlng
^Psul Witty and David Kopel* Reading and the Educative
Process. (Hew fork* 1939)»
^Kay Lazar* "Reading Interests* Activities and Opportunities
of Bri£^t and Xhtll Children*” Contributions to Education nuoiber
707* Bureau of Publications* Teachers College* Columbia Uni*
versity as cited in David H* Russell* Children Learn to Read*
(Hew fork}* p. 267*
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rrequene; ▼oXumo of ethnic book reading was obtained from
publishera* sales reports* and questionnaires submitted to the
children*
Buttervorth and IThcmipson^ eoneluded thatt
There were definite age«»grade trends in preferences
and also a fairly consistent downward trend from grade to
gx«de in reading volume* Peak reading and buying volume
se^as to occur at Grade YI*
2
Mildred Martin made an experimental study in which an at*
tempt was made to discover the relationship* if any* which
existed between the social acceptance of fourth grade pupils in
the Eat(»x*John8on Scdiool* Henderson* Horth Carolina* and certain
aspects of personality and adjustment and interests* measured
by the Ohio Interest Inventory* and social acceptance*
Ko significant relationship was found between pupils*
Interests* measured by the Ohio Interest Inventory* and
social acceptance*
Ilg and Ames^ reported the results of a study of reading
behavior of children up to ten years of age* This study in*
volved 50 cases up to five years of age and 30 eases up to nine
^Robert Butterworth and George Thcmipson* "Factors Related to
Age* Grade* Trends and Sex BiTferences in Children's Preference
for Comic Books*” Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic
Educational Research* Vol* XAXI* HuBd>er 2* April* 1952» Z<angiage
^Mildred Martin* "A Study of Social Acceptance in Relation to
Certain Aspects of Personality Adiuatment and Interests*" Unpub¬
lished Master's Thesis* Department of Education* Horth Carolina
College* Durham* Hort& Caurolina* 1952*
3Franee8 D* Ilg and Louise B* Ames* "Developmental Trends in
Reading Behavior*” Pedagogical Seminary and Journal of Genetic
Psychology* Jiaie p*^6* es cited in the Review of Eduea»tional Research* Volume' SiuBber 2* April*' Vif>Z*
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years Qf age» The responses of subjects were analysed to de¬
termine eompon<»its of reading "gradient" idiich would present a
step by step outline of the path itoich the child followed in
his reactions to pictures and words or througji fluent reading^
giving particular attention to order and errors* Ilg and Ames
listed a reading "gradient* at various ages from 15 months to
five and cme-half throu^ nine years*
Stewart* Shatter* and Powell*^ investigated tiie reading
interests of students in a small college and found that only a
small portion of the students read magazines or papers written
for educated adults* However* the proportion seems to increase
frm year to year throtigh the four undergraduate years of
training*
2
Witty* Coomer and SacBean made a stiady to ascertain which
books are favorites among children* Questions were presented to
7*@79 school ^ildren from kindergarten through Grade VIIX in
the Spring of 1945* Pupils in grades below the fourth grade
answered the questions orollyl those in the fourth grade or
above filled in a questionnaire* A comparison of the children*8
favorites with standard bibliogri^phies showed that the former
^Ibid** p* 570
^Witty* Paul* Coooer* Ann* and MacBean* Dilla* "Children*8
Choices of Favoriet Bookat A Study Conducted in Ten Elementary
Schools** The Journal of Educational Psychology^ XXXVII (Kay*
1946), pp, 26d-78*
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eomparad) *falrl7 elosaly* with tha lattar» Tha kindargartan
azxd promary eholcaa indicated that anlm^ atoriea# fairy atorias*
and humor in narration ware faworitaa* Swidaneaa of tha gradual
naturing of interaata and taataa waa rcTaaled in tha ehoieaa of
ailddla and upper grade pupila*
Kauek and Swanson^ made a att^y of the kinda of hooka pra*
farrad by ehildran* k total of 171 different hooka for reerea*
tional reining waa made awailahla to pupila in gradaa ZV to
VXIX» Whan the h<H>k8 ehoaan hy the pupila ware elaaaifiad by
type it waa found that 72^5 per cent of tfaaa were "fietion^**
d»2 par cent were *aooial aeianea** 7#0 par cant were *uaeful
artat* 6mh pai* cant were "biography,* and 5*9 par cent ware
•hiatory**
McCarty^ in hia atudy made an analyaia of library ehoieaa
in the ease of 4«dl4 smpila in gradaa 7ZX to XIZ« fha flwa
typaa of matariala Which ranked highaat ware general fietion
(52«5 par eant), biography ai»i autobiography (6*3 per eent) and
myatery and dataetiTa C5«d par cant).
^Kaufik, Znaa Z»« and Swanaon, Bather *A Study of Chil*
dran’a Raisraational ^aading^ Elementarr School Journal. L(So«
▼aidl>ar, 19^9}* pp# iWt-lSO*
^lloCarty, Pearl S* *Baading Zntareeta Shown by Choieaa
of Booka in School Librarlaa," School Reriew. IiVZZZ (Fabruaryf
1950), pp, 90*96.
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Ihmlap^ inTOstlgat«d ehlldren*s Xalsure reading throug}i
sttidying book withdrawals and by Interrlewlng 100 boys and girls
ranging in age from 7 to 17 years# Analysis of data rewaaled
that ^ildren exeroise fret^om of i^oice in leisure readingt
and read more fiction than x»>nfietion# Tears 12 and 13 are the
peak years for reading#
2
Russell made a study of children*8 intez^sts in reading
which w&m approached from a new point of wiew# He secured the
reactions of 660 in-serriee and pz^e^serwiee teachers to shat
they had read as children in an effort to determine possible
values and effects of the sheading of juvenile literature# *Por
most of the group# 1^ reading of juvenile books in childhood
was a significant# well«»remeinbered experience#* Whez*eas the de-»
tails z*ead may have been forgotten they rexaeishez^ "the thrilli^*
the fun# or other emotioxisl reactions secured# The books en»
joyed most varied widely in title and content# ilxe kinds of In**
fluence exerted# or effects of the readizig# were subjectively
classified into five main types and arzranged thus in the order
of f]*eqtuinoyl (1) "Identification with ehazmcters#" (2) "various
maotional responses#” C3) "contributions to ovez^ activities"
^oris C# Ihizklap# "Children’s I^isuzre^Headlng Interests#"
Studies in Beading# Vol# 2# (eonpiled by 7# D# Ritohis) XK>ndon
University fress# 19^0# p# 6l»10$# as cited in t3ni Review of
Educational Research* Toltzmb 2# April# 1952, Laz^uage and Eine
Arcs#
David H, Russell, ’’Teachers’ Memories and Opinions, on
Children’s Literature,” Elementary English, XXVI (Dec*, 1949)#
pp, 1^75-1+82,
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A book msLj mean different things to different children and
a number of different things to the same chil^«,
The folloving guide lines are giren to teachers based cm
studies of children’s reading interests*
I* Children vary widely from person to person and may shift
rapidly for any one person, but they d6 institute an
Important source of motlwation for much learning*
I
2« Although one of the chief results of interest studies
is the tremendous warlety of interests jfbund in any one
group of ^lildren, it is true also that there are eom»
sum dewelopmental patterns for interests jtn the lives
of Biost children* j
i 1
3* A child’s interests develop within notations eet by
his ihysical and economic envircHi8»nt, hiis oip physical
and msntal capacities, and the attits^ee and ^^atosis of
the groiQ)*
‘ \ i
Urn A teacher or permit may use interests fs tn initial
motivation for desirable learning aetititles or tc^k
toward as end products of such activities* | \
Specific stt^es of resding interests reveal a list
books or types of material which aivi coWnon^ to mahy \
other studies* and therefore* may be regarded as a good
nucleus for an elementary or secondary |ichQfo^'s book
eollecticm*
6* The chief envlrcmmental factor inflv^i^lhg <^oieea W
books are accessibility or availability* \etirrieular de-»
mands* the recommendation of friends* [ and {hssibly th«
enthusiasm of the teacher#
^David H* Russell* Children Learo to Read* (Sea Tork*
1947)# PP# 270-71#
\ ‘\
SuiTimairr^’—» From the review of related literature it waa
eoneluded that the following staten^nts carry the major ideas in*
herent in the ainrvey*
1« Heading interests are closely related to the general
purposes and favoriet aetivities of young peoples*
2* Children's reading intereete often originate in early
infancy* These interests are manifested in the child's manipu*
lation of hootcs az^ pictures^ how well he likes to be read to
and how he identifies pietiires*
3* If wh^ acquiring the ability to readt an appetite for
reading is also acquiredt the child has ToluntarUy developed a
very good type of drill*
1|.* Toung people need the goidanee of adults to gear their
reading into wider areas* which will afford more challenge*
5* Since interest is a fundamental principal instruction*
it ia well for a teacher to try to find the permanent interest
of her children* Knowing t^e children's interest* the tester
should strive to ^velop more worthiSzile interests*
6* A wide variety of literary classics and books are
needed to find a idilld's Interest* He'^r make the mistake of
using 80<*oalled "wor^Vi^shlle books**
7* llain factors influencing reading interests aret
a* Factors inherent in the child
b* Factors in reading material
c* Ehvirozsaental factors
6* Between the ages of five and elewez^ children's reading
habits are elevated frosa simple Kother Goose Ehymes end simple
literature to the development of reading habits of real life
stories* When a child reaches twelve* his reading interests
are at Its peak* For the next two years a child's reading de*
velops into the more specialised types*
9* There is a definite pattern that interests boys and
girls after the age of nine* The pattern of interest of girls*
however* is not as marked as that of the boys*
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XO* Social attitudes of our society make us very eonselous
of tes^raBient and behavior differences In aiale and females*
This also leads us to believe that there are marked sex dlf*
ferenoes in the types of books boys and girls reeul*
11* Kost dilldren agree on such readings as mystery* ad«
venture* but tend to disagree when It comes to novels and poetry
and stories of that tjptm
12« In children’s readings there are age*gi%de trends* The
peak of the preferences Is around the sixth grade*
13« According to the Ohio Intez^sst Inventory there Is no
significant relationship between pupil’s Interest*
l4# Very few college students read smigaslnes and papers*
written for educated adults* It Is encouraging to note though
that the nxamber is Increasing from year to year*
15* In trying to discover what books were favorites*
vestlgatora found that children who were presented ^e question*
calres In grades under the fourth answered the questions orally*
In and above the fourth grade* filled In a questionnaire* They
found tiiat the coaqparlson of children’s favorites with atandaz^
blbllograxhles was somevhat close* Animal stories and fairy
tales are favorites in the lover grades*
16* diving a certain number of atudenta access to different
types of books for recreational reading* they were able to find
that the preference of books as far as students are eoncemed
placed fiction first and the aequence then ranges froia social
selmice* useful arts* biography and history*
17* An analysis of library choices was made and It vaa
found that the five types of materials ranking hlg^ett were
fletlcsi* blograpl^ and autobiography* mjaterj and detective
atorles*
13# From Interviewing 100 students It was found that chll**
dren between 7 and 17 years who have freedom of f^olee In leisure
readings read more fiction books* Xt was also said that the peak
years for reading are 12 and 15*
19* A scaaewhat different approach was used among teachers
to find what they had read as children trying to find the values
and effects of juvenile llteratlre* it was found (1) most of
their experiences were significant and well remembered* (2) &e
books varied widely In titles and contents* (3) the kinds of
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influences were classified in order of frequency and were either
identifieation« «&otional responses# eontrlhutions to overt ac*
tivlties# escape# or specific reactions to details*
20* Teachers interested in children*s reading interest
should reowsd>erf
1* Host diildr«i have a eoioaon developasental pattern*
2* Child’s interest develops within his physical and eeo*
TOmio auvironment*
3# Teachers msy use interest for raotivaticoi purposes*
4* Use studies of reading interest 'shi^ will give ideas
of books to be used for certain studies*
5* Accessibility or availability# mrrieolar demands#
friends# recommendations# and the teacher’s enthusiaism are chief
enviroimsental factors influencing ehoiees of books*
tRie review of related literature indicated# finally# lhat
tee pzesent sttidy was being done in an area of tremendous iia»
portance and of fairly extensive research* It ms noted# how*
ever# that althou^ it follows the design of many earlier in«
vestigatiozis it makes its special contributions int
1* Addressing itself to urban and rural pupils*
2* Investigating some aspects of interests which other
studies had xK>t reported*
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION AND ANAEISIS OF DATA
Introduetor? Explanations ^Hirough Its pz^sentat ion and
anaXyals of data this chapter answers two main purposes of the
study tidileh InvoXyedt
I* Finding out the reading interests of t^e four^ and
fifth gr^es of the two schooXsc RisXsy SXementary Sehc^»
Brtinswiek;^ Georgia* and Sterling ConsoXidated School* Glynn
County* Sterling* Georgia*
2* Deteznoining whether or not there were statistically
significant differences between reading interests of the fourth
azid fifth grade pupils of RisXey Elementary School and Sterling
School* As mentioned In the Introduction one-hundred twenty
{nipils were used as subjects in this study} sixty boys and girls
frcHs the fourth grades of tbs two schools and sixty boys snd
girls from the fifth grades of the two schools* The pupils'
ages ranged traak nine to twelve years*
Keesurea*— The Mean and the Significance of Differences
between two percentages were the BULin statistics used* The
mean was used to find the average scores of the x^ipils*negative
and positive expz^ssions as to what they think about Reading
27
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(se« Table 6} and on Coiraet Parformanees on a Tost Maaaurlng
Facta Xnown about C(»ile Book Cbaraoters (ace Table 16)*
The aignifloanee of dlffereneea between two percentagea waa
oaed to find whether there were algnlfloant dlffereneea between
the two groupa of pup11a*
The present chapter adherea to the following organisations
I* Oeneral Beading Interest of the Fourth Grades of ^e
I
two (2) aehoola*
XI* Cosaparlaona of Reading Interest of Fourth Grades
III* General Reading Interest of the Fifth Grades of the
two (2) schools*
nr* Comparison of Reading Interesta of the Fifth Gndes
The siuamatlon* implleatl<ms* recommendations and eon<»
elusions as derived frcHs the analysis and intezpretatlon of the
data are reserved for treatment In the third oi? final chapter*
Enjoyment of Beading**- Bata secured with regard to enjoy*
ment of reading Indicated that the majority of the fourth grade
^plla at Risley and Sterling Elementary Schools enjoyed reading^
and that their parents contributed to this enjoyment* The data
pertinent to this conclusion are found in Table 1*
To the questions Do you enjoy reading? the fourth-grade
pupils of the Risley School responded with 30 or 100 per cent
"yes"I whereas* the fourth grads pupils of the Sterling School
respemded with 28 or 93 per cent and 2 or 7 per cent "ye^and
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"no" respectively. To the question* Do you like to have some¬
one read to you? the pupils of the Risley School responded with
21 or 70 per cent and 9 or 30 per cent "yes" and "no" respec¬
tively! whereas, the pupils of the Sterling School responded
with 26 or 87 per cent and 4 or 13 per cent "yes" and "no" re¬
spectively. To the question* Do your parents encoiirage you to
read at hcmie? the fourth grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with 25 or 83 per cent and 5 or 17 per cent "yes" and
"no" respectively! whereas, the fourth grade pupils of the
Sterling School responded with 27 or 90 per cent and 3 or 10
per cent "yes" and "no" respectively.
Comparative Data on Enjoyment of Reading.— Further. Table
1 shows that the slgpilflcant differences In the per cents of
the "yes" and "no" responses of these fourth and fifth grade
pupils In the Risley and Sterling Schools were as Indicated
below.
To the question* Do you enjoy reading? the fourth grade
pupils of the Risley School responded with 30 or 100 per cent
"yea", whereas, the fourth grade pupils of the Sterling School re¬
sponded with 28 or 93 per cent and 2 or 7 per cent "yea" and
"no" respectively. There was a standard error of the difference
between the per cents of the two schools of 0.10. with the re¬
sultant "t" of 1.7 which was not significant because It was less
than 1,96 at the 0.05 level of confidence.
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Do poQ snjogr rssdlngT 30 0 190. 23 2 93 0*10 1*7
Do ym Issvo sotneono to
'
road to yoaT 21 9 70 30 26 4 87 33 0*10 1#7
Do your psronta on-
eooregtt jrou to road at
hami 25 5 B3 17 27 3 90 10 O«10 .07
•
Fifth Orade Fifth Qpade
Do you snjogr roadtog? 29 1 97 3 23 2 93 7 0.05 *7
Do you like to twm nom^
one reed to you? 16 14 53 47 32 13 40 60 0.13 •1
Do yoar perents en-
eoura^ you to read
St boatef 26 4 87 33 24 6 80 20 0*10 .07
•t* is not slgninosnt if It is Isss thm 1*96 st ths 0*05 Ssvsl of eonfixlsacs*
3X
Therefore, the difference between the fourth grade pupils
of the Risley and Sterling Schools on responses to the question.
Do you like to readf was not statistically significant. On the
questions Do you like to have someone read to you? the pupils
of the F.isley School responded with 21 or 70 per cent azul nine
or 30 per cent "yes** and "no** respectively} whex>eas, the pupils
of the Sterling School sresponded with 26 or 8? per egnt and four
or 13 per cent "yes" and "no" respectively. There was a standard
error of the difference between the per cents of the two schools
of 0«10, with the resultant "t" of 1,7» which was not significant
because it was less than 1,96 at the 0,05 level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the fourth grade pupils
of the Risley and Sterling Schools on responses to the questions
Do you like to have someone read to you? was not statistieslly
significant. To the questions Do your parents encourage you to
read at home? the fourth grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with 2$ or 83 per cent and five or 17 per c«at "yes* ai^
"no*, respectively} whereas, the fourth grade pupils of ths
Sterling School responded with 27 or 90 per cent and three or 10
per cent "yes" and "no" respectively.
There was a standard error of the difference between the
per cents of the two schools of 0,10 with the resultant "t" of
,07, which was not significant because it was less than 1,96 at
the 0,05 level of confidence, Thez^foro, the diffei^ence between
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the foTirth grade pupils ol* the Rlsley and Sterling Schools on
the question* Do your parents encourage you to read at home?
was not statistically significant*
Securing Cards from the Public or School Llbrary>-* Data
obtained from the questionnaire on securing cards from the public
or school library revealed that a little over one half * of the
fourth grade pupils at both elementary schools had library cards*
TABLE 2
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGES OP STERLING AND RISLEY PUPILS WHO
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17 13 57 k3 16 14 53 47
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Question Yes No
Per cent Per cent









26 4 86 14 24 6 60 20
To the questloni Do you have a card for the public or school
library the fourth grade pupils of the Rlsley School responded
with 17 or 57 P«r cent and 13 or i|.3 per cent "yes" and "no"
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answers, respectively; whereas, the pupils of the Sterling
School responded with 24 or 80 per cent and six or 20 per cent
"yes" and "nq," respectively.
Comparative Data on Seciarlrv; Cards from the Public or
School Library,’— To the question: Do you have a cai*d for the
public or school library? the fourth grade pupils responded with
17 or 57 cent and 13 or 43 per cent "yes" and "no" re¬
spectively, There was a standard error of 0.13 with the re¬
sultant "t" ,3 which was not significant because It was less
than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of confidence* Therefore the re¬
sponse to the question. Do you have a card for the public or
school library was not statistically significant*
Use of Library*— As shown In Table 3* tbe data on the use
of the library showed that all of the pupils In the Rlsley and
Sterling Elementary Schools used the school library, but a good
majority of the pupils never made use of the Public Library
facilities*
To the question: How often do you get books from the school
library, the pupils answered as follows: The frequency with
which these pupils read books from the school library in the
fovu'th grade at Rlsley was 13 or 43 pcr cent once a week, five
or 17 per cent twice a week, four or 13 per cent once a month,
and eight or 27 per cent were Infrequent readers; whereas, the
frequency with which the fourth grade pupils of the Sterling
3h
School read was 19 or 63 pep cent twice a week, five or 1? per
(Cent once a week, and six or 20 per cent were Infrequent readers.
The question, "How often do you get books from the Public
Library?" was answered as follows* In the fourth grade at Rlsley
two or seven per cent secured books twice a week, el^t or 2?
per cent once a week, four or 13 per cent once a month, I6 or
53 per cent did not make use of library facilities; whereas. In
the fourth grade at Sterling two or seven per cent secured books
twice a week, 1$ or $0 per cent once a week, I3 or I4.3 per cent
did not have access to the public library facilities*
Comparative Data on Securing Books from the Llbrary.<-» There
was no slgilfleant difference because both grades registered
two or seven per cent respectively, to the response of securing
books twice a week*
Humber of Hours Pupils Spent Weekly In Reading Apart from
Lessons*»«» The data on "Number of hours pupils spent weekly In
reading apart from Lessons" as obtained from the expressions of
the fourth grade pupils of the two schools reveal that the time
ranges from sero to one hour* This Is shown In Table 4*
The amount of time spent In reading books apart from lessons
revealed a very Interesting fact for at Rlsley In the fourth grade
two or seven per cent read about two hours, six: or 20 per cent
one and one-half hours, one or three per cent 45 minutes, four
or 13 per cent 30 minutes, two or seven per cait 10 minutes and .
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and 15 50 per cent gave no Indication as to the amount of
time spent in reading; idiereast the fourth grade pupils at
Sterling^ six or 20 per cent read two hours a week, four or 13
per cent, one and one-half hours; two or seven per cent
minutes; six or 20 per cent, 10 minutes, and six or 20 per cent
had no idea about the amount of time spent in reading*
Comparative Data on Number of Hours Pupils Spent Weekly in
Reading Apart from Lessons*— Pvarttier Table reveals that of
the thirty fourth grade pupils in question at Rlaley only 15 or
4-
50 per cent have a total reading hours of fifteen or an average
of one hour, while the other 15 or 50 per cent Indicated that
tiiey did not read apart from lessons* Table i|. also shows that
18 or 60 per cent of the fourth grade pupils of Sterling Con¬
solidated S<diool read a total of twenty-eight hours or an average
of one hour, thirty-three minutes and twenty seconds* The other
12 or ij.0 per cent like the latter fifty per cent at Rlsley in¬
dicated that they too did not read in excess to the reading of
designated lessons*
Habits of Reading
Time of Day Pupils Preferred Reading*— The findings on the
"Time of day pupils preferred to read" as obtained from the ex¬
pressions of the two schools and as shown in Table 5 revealed
that the majority of fourth grade pupils at Rlaley preferred
reading at night while the majority of pupils at Sterling like
to read in the afternoon*
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TIBIS 3
EESIGHfcTED TIMES FOB USE OF THE UBHISX AS ffiPORIED BI 320 FODRIB AHD FIFTH
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School A 23 5 8 5 19 6 ■
Pahlio 4 8 2 34 15 2 13
Fifth Orado Fifth Ckado
Sobool 13 32 5 25
Pobllo 7 8 15 3 1 26
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TABLE i|
RAHGB OF HOURS AND AVERAGE NUMBER OP HOURS SPENT WEEKLY
IN PJilADING APART FROM LESSONS BY FOURTH AND FIFTH



















15 0-15 1 18 0-28 1 5/9
15 0-0 0 12 0-0 0
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
18 0-28 1.55 26 0-26 1
12 0-0 0 h 0-0 0
The data osa the "Time of day pupils preferred reading"
as obtained from the expressions of t^e two schools are pre*
sented In Table $ and 6«
The time of day pupils Indicated that they preferred read¬
ing In the fourth grade at Rlsley, 9 or 30 per cent preferred
reading In the morning; six or 20 per cent In the afternoon
and 16 or 53 P©r cent at night; whereas, at Sterling nine or
30 per cent of the pupils preferred reading In ttie morning;
ll| or 4? per cent In the afternoon and seven or 23 per cent
at night*
These pupils further Indicated the days on which they
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TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION AND PERCENTAGE OP THE RESPONSES OF 120 PUPILS IN
RISLEY ELEMMTART AND STERLING CONSOLIDATED SCHOOLS,
BRUNSWICK AND STERLING, GEORGIA, RESPECTIVELY
ON THE TIME OP DAY PREFERRED READING
Rlsley Sterling










Morning 9 30 9 30 .12 2.3
Afternoon 6 20 Hi kl .12 2.5
Night 16 ^3 7 23 .12 ■
"t" Is
0,01 level
not significant because It Is less
of confldeace.
than 2.58 at the
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Morning k 13 k 13 .13 1.1
Afternoon 12 ko 16 51i
Nlgjht Hi kl 10 33 *11 1.3
"t” la not significant because It Is less than 1,96 at the
0*05 level of confidence.
enjoyed reading at Rlsley, 16 or 53 P©r cent on Monday, two or
seven per cent, Tuesday; four or 13 per coat, Wednesday, two
or sevaa per cent, Thursday; six or 20 per cent, Friday; 11 or
37 per cent, Saturday and 19 or 63 per cent Sunday; whereas;
at Sterling, 16 or 60 per cent read on Monday, 0 or 0 per cent,
Tuesday; three or 10 per cent, Wednesday; four or 13 per cent
Thursday; four or 13 per cent, Friday; eight or 2? per cent.
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Saturday and saven or 23 per cent Sunday*
TABLE 6
NUMBER AND PliRCEHTAGES OP THE RESPONSES OP 120 PUPILS OP TEE





Number Per Number Per Standard Error
Cent Cent of Per Cent "t"
Sunday 19 63 7 23 0*12 3.3
Monday 16 ^3 18 60 0.13 .5
Tuesday 6 20 0 0
Wednesday 4 13 3 10 0*03 .3
Thursday 2 7 4 13 .08 .8
Friday 6 20 4 13 0*10 .7
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Sunday 12 4o 14 47 0.13 .5
Monday 19 63 13 43 0*13 1*5
Tuesday 8 27 4 13 0.10 iJi
Wednesdayl2 ko 2 7 0*10 5.3
Thursday 18 60 2 7 0*10 5.3
Friday l4 47 7 23 0*12 2.0
Saturday 16 53 13 43 0.13 .7
%ote •• Several pupils preferred reading every day
Comparative Data on Time of Day Pupils Preferred Readlnp:*»<
Nineteen (19) or 63 per cent of tJie pupils at Rlsley revealed
their preference of reading at night and slKJwed a preference
of reading on Sunday* while the majority of pupils at Sterling
preferred reading in the afternoon and showed a preference of
reading on Monday*
Attitudes toward Various Types of JBook3*«»«‘ The data on
1^0
"Attitudes toward various types of books" as shown In Table 7»
Indicate the degree to which the following books were read by
the fourth grade pupils of the two schools*
The degree to which the following books were read by the
fourth grade pupils of Rlsley were History nine or 30 per cent
often read^ nine or 30 per cent; seldou read, 12 or Uo per cent,
never read, nine or 30 per cent| Geography, often read, 1^ or
63 per cent, seldom read, six or 20 per cent, never read, five
of 17 per cent? Adventure, often r#=«ad, 12 or li-O per cent,
seldom read, eight or 27 per cent, never read, 10 or 33 per cent;
Jungle Stories, often read, l2^ or 4? per cent, seldom read,
seven or 23 per cent, never read, nine or 30 per centf Indian
Stories, often read, 17 or 57 per cent, seldom read, seven or
23 per cent, never read, six or 20 per cent; Blhle Stories,
often read, nine or 30 per cent, seldom read, five or 17 per
cent, never read, 1^ or 53 par cent} Life Stories of Famous
People often read, seven or 23 per cent, seldom read, seven or
23 per cent, never xwad, 16 or 54 paj* cent| Cowboy Stories,
often reeui, 17 or 57 per cent, seldom read, six or 20 per cent,
never read, seven or 23 per cent} Comics, often read, l4 or 4?
per cent, seldom read, 12 or 4o per cent, never resui, four or
13 per cent! Fairy Tales, often read, five or 17 per cent, 11 or
37 par cent, never read, l4 or 4^ par cent} Animal Stories,
often read, 15 or 50 per cent, seldom read seven or 24 per cent.
never read* five or 17 per cent} Mother Goose Rhsmes, often
ready seven or 23 per eenty seldcna road seven or 2l|. per cent*
never read, 16 or 53 poi* cent; whereas the decree la which ttae
following books were read by the fourth grads pupils of Sterling
were. History, often read, eight or 27 par cent; Geography,
often read, ^ or 60 per cent, seldom read, two or seven per
cent, never read, four or 13 per cent; Mventure, often read,
nine or 30 per cent, seldom read, five or 17 per cent; never
read, 16 or 53 per cent; Jungle Stories, often jread, li| or 2i.6
per cent, seldom read, five or 17 per cent, never read, 11 or
37 percent; Indian Stories, often read, 12 or kO per cent,
seldom read, six or 20 per cent, never read, 12 or kO per cent;
Bible Stories, often read, 23 or 77 per cent, seldom read four
or 13 per cent, never read, three or 10 per cent; Life Stories
of Famous People, often read, five or 17 per cent; seldom read,
four or 13 per cent, never read, 20 or 66 per cent; Cowboy
stories, often read, 13 or 1^3 per cent, seldcmt read, four or
13 per cent, never read, 13 or iiii per cent; Comics, often read,
20 or 6? per cent, seldom read, three or 10 per cent, never
x*ead, seven or 23 per cent; Falzy Tales, often read, lJ|. or U?
per c^t, seldom rerd, three or 10 per cent, never read, 11 or
37 per cent; Animal Stories, often read, 19 or 63 per cent,
seldom ree^, six or 20 per cent, never read, five or 17 per cent;
Mother Goose Rhynes, often read, 13 or 43 paz* cent, seldom read.
seven or 23 per cent, never read^ 10 or 34 per cent*
Comparative Data on Types of Books That Ranked Htfyhest at
the Two Schools*«—» At Rlsley the Reading Interest Is clustered
around geography 19 or 63 per cent, Indian stories 17 or ^7
per cent. Cowboy Stories, 17 or 57 per cent. Animal Stories
15 or 50 per cent. Comics li|. or 47 per cent and Jungle Stories
14 or 47 per eent| whereas, at Sterling, Geography 24 or 80
per cent, Bible 23 or 77 per cent. Comics 20 or 67 per cent
Animal Stories 19 or 63 per cent. Fairy Tales l4 or 47 per
cent. Jungle Stories l4 or 46 per cent. Cowboy Stories 13 or
45 per cent and Mother Goose 13 or 43 per cent*
These types of books rank highest In the Reading Interest
of the two groups of sdiools represented* Geography possibly
ranks highest due to Its faclnatlon as a school subject*
Bible came second In the Rural School possible due to rigid
church going and Sunday School which pro claim most of thb
Sunday activities of the Rural children (Sterling School) while
Indian and Cowboy stories rank second in the Urban School (Rlsley)
due to advantages and access to the theaters on week-«nds*
\
Comparative Data on Pupils*Expressions As to What
Think About Reading**** Further, Table 7 shows that the signifi¬
cant dlffez*ences in the (Mean) per cents of the total negative
responses of Pupils' expressions as to what they think about
reading*
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTIOH OP RESPONSES OP 120 PUPILS OP FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADES OP RISLEY AND
STERLING SCHOOLS CONCERNING THE VARIOUS TYPES OF BOOKS READ ACCORDING TO
CERTAIN CATEGORIES
Types of Rlsley Sterling Rlsley Sterling



















His tory 30 ko 30 27 7 66 60 27 13 27 30 1*3
Geography 63 20 17 80 7 13 53 23 24 20 47 33
Adventure UO 27 33 30 17 53 43 10 47 23 30 47
Jxingle
Stories I4.7 23 30 46 17 37 60 17 23 47 23 30
Indian
Stories 57 23 20 4o 20 40 57 17 26 30 37 33
Bible




People 23 23 54 16 17 67 53 20 27 53 34 13
Cowboy
Stories 57 20 23 43 13 44 50 20 30 50 30 20
Comics hi ko 13 67 10 23 57 30 13 60 20 20
Fairy
Tales 17 37 46 47 10 37 64 13 23 34 43 23
Animal
Stories 50 33 17 63 20 17 53 17 30 50 30 20
Mother
Goose
Rhymes 2l| 23 53 43 23 34 43 20 37 23 4o 37
TABLE 7 (Continued)
STANDARD ERRORS AND RESULTANT BASED ON SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
PERCENTAGES OP REACTIONS OP 120 PUPILS OP FOURTH Aim FIFTH GRADES OP
RISLEY AND STERLING SCHOOLS TO TYPES OP BOOKS READ
ACCORDING TO CERTAET CATEGORIES
Types of Books
Fourth Grades Fifth Grades
Often Read 5seldom Read 1 ever Read Often Read Seldom Read Never Read
S.E. " t" S*£* -irp S.E, -irp— S.E, S.E. "Trpr" S .E,
“
"tr
History .11 .2? .10 *3.3 .10 *3.6 .12 *2.7 *11 *27 .10 .3
Geography .11 1.5 .09 1*6 •08 1.2 .11 *3.0 .11 2.1 .11 .9
Adventure • 12 .8 .10 .1 .11 1.8 .11 1.8 .10 2,0 .11 .6
Jungle Stories .13 .7 .10 .6 .12 .58 .12 .1 .10 .6 *11 .6
Indian Stories .13 1.3 .11 .2 *12 1*6 .12 2*2 .11 1.8 .10 .7
Bible Stories .11 «4.2 .09 .12 *3.6 .12 1.1* *08 .12 .09 1.7
Life Stories of
Famous People .10 .70 .10 1,6 *11 1*1 *12 .11 .9
Cowboy Stories .13 1.4 .10 .7 .12 1.7 .11 *9 .11 .9
Comics .11 1.8 .10 1.0 .10 1.0 *12 .25 .11 .9 .9 .77
Fairy Tales .11 »2.7 .13 *2.7 .13 .69 .12 2*5 .11 *2.7
Animal Stories .13 1*0 .10 1.3 *12 .25 .10 • 2 .11 .9
Mother Goose
Rhymes *12 1.6 .13 l.i^ *12 1.7 .12 1.7
"t” la significant If It la 1*96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
"t” is significant if it la 2*58 at the 0*01 level of confidence*
The total negative response of the fourth grade pupils of
the Rlsley School was 28 per cent* whereas, at Sterling the
fourth grade pupils responded with 26 per cent* There was a
standard error of 0*11, with the resultant "t" *02 ^ich was
not significant because it was less than 1*96 at the *0^ level
of confidence*
The total positive response of the fourth grade pupils of
the Rlsley School was ^2 per cent, whereas the fourth grade
pupils of Sterling School responded with 7k per cent* There
was a standard error of *11 with the resultant "t" *2 which was
not significant because It was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level
of confidence* Therefore, the negative and positive responses
of pupils* expressions as to what they think about reading were
not statistically significant*
Attitude Toward School*-* To the questions Do you like
school? the fourth grade pupils of the Rlsley School responded
with 20 or 67 per cent and 3 10 Per cent "yes" and "no" re«*
spectlvely, end seven or 23 per cent gave no response; whereas,
the pupils of the Sterling School responded with 39 or 100 per
cent "yes"*
Comparative Data on Attitude Toward School*— The fourth
grade pupils of Sterling responded with 30 or 100 per cent "yes"
whereas the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley responded with 20 or
67 per cent and 3 or 10 per cent "yea" and "no" respectively*
Percentage Distribution of Certain Attitudes Toward Various
Types of Booka of Fourth Grade Pupils of Rlsley Elementary and
Sterling Schools«-*Type8 of books often read by pupils and
number of pupils reading books by the fourth grade pupils of
Rlsley and Sterling Schools iare presented here^
At Rlsley the reading Interest Is clustered around Geogra*
phy 19 or 63 per cent| Indian Stories 17 or 57 por cent} Cowboy
Stories, 17 or 57 per cent| Animal Stories, 15 or 57 per cent;
Comics, ll^ or 47 per cent and Jungle Stories l4 or 47 per cent#
At Sterling, Geography, 24 or 80 per cent| Bible 23 or 76
per cent. Comics 20 or 67 per cent; Anlml Stories, 19 or 53
per cent! Falz^ Tales, l4 or 47 per cent} Mother Goose Rhymes
13 or 43 per cent*
Comparative Data on Percentage Distribution of Certain
Attitudes Toward Various Types of Books*—Geography possibly
ranks highest due to Its fascination as a school subject*
Bible came second In the Rural School possibly due to rigid
church going and Sunday School which ”proclaim" most of the Sim-
day Activities of the rural children! while Indian and Cowboy
stories rank second In the urban school due to advantages and
access to the theaters on week->ends*
In the group that read at Rlsley, the least read books
(which are not listed In the table but are found 6n the Question¬
naire In the Appendix) are poetz^, detective stories, and music*
At Sterling, Plays, Books about Art, Transportation and Sclenct
Pupils*Express Ions As to ^Tiat They Think About Reading#^
The findings on "Pupils Negative and Positive Reactions" as to
what they think about reading represent the fotirth grade pupils
at both schools as revealed in Table 6«
TABLE 8
MEAH PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS'EXPRESSIONS AS TO WHAT THET THINK
ABOUT READING
Risley Sterling
Fourth Grade Fourth Grade
Negative Response Positive Response Negative Response Positive
21 79 33 67
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
28 72 29 71
Negative Reponses of the fourth grade pupils of Risley School^
six or 20 per cent advanced the thought that reading was a bore#
four or li^ per cent wished to do something else after reading
a few minutes# nine or 30 per cent would rather listen to the
radio than to read and six or 20 per cent would rather look and
listen to television than to read; whereas# the fourth grade
pupils of Sterling School# 10 or 33 per cent advanced the
hi
thought that reading was a bore, 11 or 37 per cent wished to do
something else after reading, seven or 23 per cent would rather
listen to the radio than to read and 11 or 37 per cent would
rather look and listen to television than to read#
Positive Responses of the foui’th grade pupils of Rlsley
School Indicated that 22 or 73 poi* cent liked to sit In a favor*,
Ite spot and read Interesting things, 2J| or QO per cent thought
that reading helped them to find out shat they wanted to know, 22
or 73 per cent often used the dictionary and encyclopedia to aid
them In their reading, 26 or 86 per cent read because It described
places they had not seen and 25 or 73 por cent thought that by
reading they gained a knowledge of new words; whereas, at Ster*
ling, 17 or 57 per cent liked to sit In a favorite spot and read
Interesting things, 20 or 67 per cent thought that reading helps
them to find out shat they wanted to know. Ip or 63 per cent often
used the dictionary and encyclopedia to aid them in their reading,
23 or 76 per cent read because It described places they had not
seen, and 22 or 73 per cent thought that by reading they gained
a knowledge of new words#
Choice of Subjects According to Order of Preferences#—The
data on the "Choice of subjects according to order of perference,"
as obtained from the expressions of the fourth grades of the two
schools are presented In Table 9#
TABLE 9
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The fourth grade pupils of Rlsley School listed the follow¬
ing subjects. Arithmetic, first choice, 12 or 40 P®** cent,
English, seconi choice, 10 or 33 poi* cent. Spelling, third
choice, eight or 2? per cent} whereas the fourth grade pupils
of Sterling listed the following subjects. Spelling, first
choice, 11 or 37 per cent, Arlttanetlc, second choice, 10 or 33
per cent, and English, third choice nine or 30 per cent.
Comparative Data on Choice of Subject According: to Order
of Preference,— Table 8 also reveals that while the fourth
grades at Rlsley gave Sx>elllng as their third choice of subject
matter, the same grade at Sterling selected spelling as Its
first choice^ English rated second choice with the pupils at
Rlsley and third with the pupils at Sterling, At Sterling,
Arithmetic was selected as the second choice subject while the
fourth graders at Rlsley selected arithmetic as their first choice.
Pupils Preferences In Reading Activities,— The data on
"Pupils preferences In reading activities" according to the
"best liked" and "least Liked" activities are presaated In
Table 10,
The following activities were the "best liked" by the fourth
grade pupils of Rlsley School, Looking at the Simday "Funnies,"
27 or 90 per cent, Reading books, 29 or 86 per cent, reading
Jokes, 23 or J6 per cent and listening to stories, 20 or 67 per
cent, working puzzles, 20 or 6? per cent,
"Least liked activities" were locating materials by using:
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Encyclopedia and dictionary^ 7 or 23 per cent and reading
jokes, 5 or 1? per centj whereas the fourth grade pupils at
Sterling, "best liked activities" were reading jokes, 28 or 93
per cent, working puzzles 26 or 66 per cent, reading books, 23
or ^6 per cent, listening to stories, 22 or 73 P®r cent and
looking at the Sunday "Funnies," 20 or 67 per cent*
"Least liked activities" were locating materials by usings
supplementary books, 7 or 23 per cent and dramatizing from
group reading, 1|, or ll; per cent*
Comparative Data*«»«» The pupils* preferences In reading ac-»
tlvltles of the fourUi*grade pupils of the two schools Indicate
according to "best liked activities" that looking at the Sunday
"Funnies" rated first with the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley,
while the same activity rated fifth with the fourth grade, pupils
of Sterling* Reading books rated second as beat liked activities
with the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley; whereas reading books
rated third place with the fourth grade pupils of Sterling*
Reading jokes merited third place with the fourth grade pupils
of Rlsley while it gained first place with the fourth grade
pupils of Sterling* Listening to stories rated fourth place
with both of the fourth grade classes In Rlsley and Sterling
Schools* Working puzzles ranked fifth as a best liked activity
with the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley School while It rated
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second place with, the fourth grade pupils of Sterling School.
The least liked activities Indicated by the fourth grade
pupils of Rlsley was locating materials by using the encyclo¬
pedia and dictionary while the fourth grade pupils of Sterling
selected locating materials by using supplementary books and
dramatising from group reading as their least liked activities.
Titles of Books Presented in Order of Preference.—The
data on the books presented In order of preference as obtained
from the expressions of the fourth grade pupils of the two
schools are presented in Table 11.
At Rlsley Snow White was read by 28 or 93 per cent; whereas
at Sterling, 21 or 70 per cent read the book.
At Rlsley, Alice In Wonderland was read by 28 or 93 per
cent; whereas at Sterling 18 or 60 per cent of tbs pupils read
the same book.
At Rlsley, Little Black Sambo was read by 21; or 80 per cent;
whereas at Sterling 27 or 90 per cent read the book.
Uncle Remus which ranked third at Sterling with 23 or 76
per cent of the pupils reading the book was not read widely in
the city school.
Number of Books Which Pupils Owned.—The data given on the
number of books idilch pupils owned reveal that the fourth ^ade
pupils of Rlsley had the leading role.
At Rlsley the pupils owned 34 books whereas at Sterling
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the fourth grade pupils owned 16 books. The names of the books
which the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley owned were: The Storr
of Tea. The Bird House. Red Riding Hood and Cinderella; whereas
the fourth grade pupils of Sterling School owned the following
books: Congo, Jack and Jill, Three Little Pigs, and Lassie the
Dog.
Humber of Books Which Pupils Owned.^»The data given on tiie
number of books which the fifth grade pupils owned revealed that
a close relationship existed between the two schools.
At Rlsley the pupils owned 16 books; whereas at Sterling
the fifth grade pupils owned 1$ books.
The name of the books that the fifth grade pupils at
SJjerllng owned were Little Black Sambo. Little Eve, Snow White
and Peter Pan; whereas, the fifth grade pupils at Sterling
owned Three Little Pigs. Benny Boy, Congo Ride and Little
Black Sambo.
Moat Liked Cwnle Books Read by Pupils Reported In Order
of Preference.-•‘The findings on the "Most liked o<Halc books
read by pupllrf’are reported In order of preference In Table 13*
Comparative Data>on Most Lilted C<»nlc Books Read by Pupils
Reported In Order of Preference.»»In comparing the reading
Interest of comic books read by pupils of the fourth grades at
Rlsley and Sterling Schools the writer found that Donald Duck
was a favorite at both schools with 2i| or 80 per cent at Rlsley
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and 2d or 93 cent of the pupils at Sterling reading the
same book*
Dick Tracy ranked second choice at both schools with 22 or
73 par cent reading the seme book respeetively*
The folloving comic books and the n\iDi>er and percentage of
pupils reading them are listed:
Hopalong Cassidy* 22 or 73 P®r cent at Rislej and 20 or 67
per cent at Sterling^ Little Iodine* 19 or 63 par cent at
Risley and 20 or 67 par cent at Sterling; Haney and Sluggo.
19 or 63 per cent at Risley and 7 or 23 per cent at Sterling.
Bugs Bunny* 18 or 60 per cent at Risley and 20 or 67 per cent
at Sterling; Mighty Mouse, 18 or 60 per cent at Risley and 19
or 63 per cent at Sterling; Tarzan, 16 or 60 per cent at Risley
and 17 or 57 per cent at Sterling; Space Patrol. 11 or 37 per
cent at Risley and 7 or 23 per cent at Sterling; Pogo. 11 or
37 per cent at Risley and 11 or 37 pei* cent at Sterling; Ozark
Ike, 8 or 27 per c«it at Risley and 0 at Sterling; Big John
and Sparkle. 7 or 23 per cent at Risley and I6 or 53 per cent
at Sterling; Cisco Kid, 7 at Risley and 20 or 67 per cent at
sterling; Blondie, 2 or 7 per cent at Risley and 17 or 57 per
cent at Sterling*
With the few exceptions the types of comic books enjoyed
at Risley are the same as those enjoyed or read at Sterling*
TABLE 11
TXTI£S CF BOOKS PRESENTED IN ORDER OP
PREFERENCE
Risley Stirling
PcRirth Grade Fourth Grade
Best Liked in Order of Preferenee
Sno* White Little Black Sambo
Alice in Woncl<n>land George Washington
Little Black SaB!ft>o Uncle Hemue
George Washington Smok^
Three Blind Mice Snow White
Uncle Remus The Story of Hoah
The Cat That Could Hot Sleep Three Blind Mice
The Little Old Woman Who
Us^ Her Head
Rainbow Bible Stories
Least Liked in Order of Preference
The Story of Hoah Roger and the Fax
Fix lt» Please The Bird's Xmas Tree
Crybaby Calf The Little Cat That Could Hot
Sleep
Poppet Billy and Blaze
Pinocehio Poppet
Billy and Blaze Plnoechio
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Z6BLE 12
mmm asd smss of books pufils owhed at Eom
RUIey Sterling
Fourth Grade Fourth Grade
The Story of Tea 8 Congo k h
The Bird House 12 Jack ani JUl k
Red Ridlz^ Hood 7 Three Little Pigs 3
Cinderella 7 Lassie the Dog 5
Total 34 16
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Sambo 2 Three Little Pigs 3
Little Eve 7 Bemy Boy 5
Snow White 6 Congo Ride k
Peter Pan 1 Little Blaik Sambo 3
Total 16 15
TABLE 13
MOST LIK^ COMIC BOOKS READ Bf POPILS REPORTED IS ORDER OF
PREFERENCE
Risley Sterling




























Fourth Grade Fourth Grade




Out of A list of 25 books listed there was onl^r cme (Ozstrk
Ike) which was read at Rlsley by el^t pupils without a single
pupil at Sterling reading the book#
In several Instances the degree of Reading Interest varied
according to t^e number of pupils reading the same material#
For example. Little Iodine was read by 19 pupils at Risley and
by only seven at Sterling# On the other hand, only seven pupils
at Risley read Big John Sparkle while I6 at Sterling read the
same book#
The books listed with numerical readings are to give or
show the reading interest as expressed by the pupils themselves#
The tabulation reveals that there was only a slight degree of
interest in reading comic books by pupils in the two schools#
Moat Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented in
Order of Expressed Preferences#***^ The data on "Most preferred
comic strips read by pupils presented in order of expressed
preferences" as obtained from the expressions of the fourth
grade pupils of the two schools are presented in Table ll|#
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TABLE ill






Most Preferred Comic Strips
Mickey Mouse Ter3?y and the Pirates
Donald Duck Gasoline Alley
Dick Tracy Dick Tracy
Red Rider Superman
The Captain and the Elds Red Rider
Blondle Donald Duck
Winnie Winkle Ll*l Abner
Superman Popeye
Least Preferred Comic Strips
Smltty Little Orphan Annie
Little Orphan Annie Tiny Tim
Popeye Winnie Winkle
Braida Starr Mickey Mouse
Flash Gordon Smltty
Steve Gordon Blondle
With few exceptions the reading interests on comic strips
at Rlsley vary from those In the fourth grade at Sterling to a
rather marked degree*
Out of the comic strips frequently read by the pupils of the
fourth grades at Rlsley and Sterling Schools; the hipest niarn-
ber of pupils frequently reading the comic strip "Mickey Mouse"
at Rlsley was 20 or 6? per cent* ishile only six or 20 per cent
of the fourth grade pupils at Sterling read the same strip.
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At Sterllzjg tbs higheat nuoaber of puplla reading comic
strip "Terry and the Pirates" were 28 or 93 cent, liille only
nine or 50 per cent read the same comic strip at His ley*
Donald Duck was read by 19 or 63 pox* cent at Rlsley and 17
or 57 por cent at Sterling* On the other hand, 2k or 80 per
cent of the puplla at Sterling read Gasoline Alley, while only
nine or 30 per cent of the puplla at Hisley read the same comic
atrip respectively*
Red Rider showed equal Interest at the two schools with 17
or 57 per cent at each sdiool reading the same comic strip*
Popeye and Little Abner were greater favorites at Sterling than
at Rlsley* The ratios being 16 or 53 per cent to six or 20 per
cent and 16 co* 53 per cent to nine or 30 per cent respectively*
Another shift of readlz^ Interest was Winnie Winkle and
Blondle with 13 or 43 per cent to six or 20 per cent and 13 or
43 per cent to eight or 27 per cent with the greater reading
Interest being sbunm at Rlsley*
Comic strips such as Brenda Starr, Toots and Casper, Flash
Gordon, Smltty, Kerry Drakd and Oi^phan Annie received little
reading Interest* The readings of the comic strips In general
Indicate the attitudes of the pupils as given to pranks, revenge
and tricks*
Number and Percentage Distribution of Pupils Ctoneemlng
iiablta .of ,^adlns,thq .gamlc . gtrlBa of .the. ,g2ur.th . Qr&da Paplls .of
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Risley and Sterling Schools*
Information concerning the habits of reading tiie comic
strips was based on the following queriesJ dally* at night*
three times a week end only on Sxmdays and revealed In Table l5«
To the qudryt dally* the fourth grade pupils of the Risley
School responded with nine or 30 P®r cent; whereas* the fourth
grade pupils of the Sterling School responded with 12 or $1 per
cent* At night* the pupils of the Risley School responded with
12 or liO per ceht* whereas* the pupils of the Sterling School
responded with six or 20 per cent* Three times a week* the
pupils of the Risley School responded with seven or 23 per cent*
whereas the pupils of Sterling School responded with 11 or 37
per cent* Only on Sundays* the pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with two or seven per cent* whereas the pupils of
Sterling responded with three or 10 per cent*
Comparative Data on Number and Percentage Distribution of
Pupils Concerning Various Habits of Reading the Comic Strips
of the Fourth Grade Pupils of Risley and Sterling Consolidated
Schools*— Further* Table l5 shows that the significant dif¬
ferences In the per cents of the habits of reading the comic
strips of the fourth grade pupils of the two schools were as
Indicated below*
To the cjueryi dally* there was a standard error of the dlf'-
ference between the per cents of the two schools of 0*12 with the
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reaultant *1" of 2*3 wbiiehi was not significant bocaus® It was
less than 2*53 at the 0*01 IsTeX of confidence*
To the query! at nighty there was a standard error of the
difference between the per cents of ^e tso schools of *11 with
the resultant "t” of 1»7» i^ich was not sl^lfl^uit beoatise It
was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 lewti. of ecaifldenee*
To the query! three times weekly* There was a standard
error of the difference between the per cents of the two schools
of *12 with the resultant "t" of 1*2 which was not significant
because it was lass than 1*96 at the 0*0^ level of eonf idence*
To the qusry! only wi Sundays* There was a standard en*or
of the differenee between the per cents of the two schools of
*07 witio the resultant "t^ of *4 vhidi was not significant be*
cause it was less than 1*96 at the 0*Q^ level confidence*
Therefore* the differences between the foiirth grade pupils
of the Bisley and Sterling Sdioola cn responses to the queries}
daily* at night* three times a week* only on Sundays were not
statistically significant*
Mean Percentage of Correct Perforraanees on a Test Measuring
Facts Known about Comic Book Characters* The data on "Mean Per¬
centages of CQ:rreet performaices on a teat measuring facts known
about comic book characters* as obtained from the egressions of





KUI^BER Al'ID PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONSES CONCERNING

















of Per Cent “t"
Daily 9 30 17 57 0il2 2.3
At night 12 4o 6 20 0*11 1*7
Three times
weekly 7 23 11 37 0.12 1*2
Only on Sxmdays 2 7 3 10 0*07 .k
Rlsley Sterling
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Dally 20 67 7 23 0*12 *3.6
At nl^t lit 1|7 15 50 0.13 .2
Three times
weekly 11 37 12 ho 0*12 *2
Only on Sxmdays 9 30 6 20 0*11 .9
■*"t” la significant If It Is greater than 2^58 at the 0*01
level of confidence*
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Risley 85 30 4o 15
Fourth Grade
Sterling 74 15 34 25
Fifth Grade
Risley 80 16 50 i4
Fifth Grade
Sterling 89 24 55 10
At Rlslej tho pupils had a truer TOncept of the identity of
e<»)iie book characters than those at Sterling* the mean per*
cttitage being 85 per centl where as at Sterling the mean per*
cent4B£;e was 74 per cent.
Sane striking examples to iUustz^te this fact is revealed
in such characters as Pick Tracy as a crime fighter* 27 or 90
per cent taew the correct «iswer| whereas mlj 11 or 37 per cent
knew the correct answer; whereas only 11 or 37 per cent knew the
correct answer at Sterling.
Kid Colt as an outlaw* 22 or 73 per cent gave correct an*
swers at Risley; whereas* at Sterling 11 or 37 per cent gave the
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eoxvact answer*
Mary Worth as a very pretty girl received 20 or 6? per
cent correct answers at Rlsley School, whereas at Sterling
School 19 or 63 per cent gave correct answers*
Gabby Hayes as a comical cowboy received 16 or 53 per
cent correct answers at Rlsley; whereas only 12 or I4O per cent
at Sterling answered cozn^ectly*
Mutt as a tall hansome guy received 12 or hO per cent
correct answers at Rlsley* while at Sterling 10 or 33 per cent
of the pupils gave the correct answers*
These samples serve to Illustrate the fact that on a whole,
while there Is not a vast difference In the recognition and
Identity of characters In their true state, there Is a margin
well noticing In the degree of which the pupils are able to
detect and associate characters with their real meaning*
Titles of Magazines and Newspapers Presented In Order of
Preference*-*- The data given revealed that the least liked
magazines are about Negroes* This seems strange, but Is possi¬
bly true In the rural area because the circulation of magazines
In the community is limited. Best liked In order of preference
were Life, Look, whereas, at Sterling, Look, Jet and Life were
best liked as Indicated In Table 17*









Best Liked in Order of Preference
Life Look
Look Jet





Beat Liked in Order of Preference
Brunswick News Brunswick News
Atlanta Journal Atlanta Journal
Atlanta Daily World Pittsburgh Courier
Least Liked in Order of Preference
Miami Whip Atlanta Dally World
Comparative Data on Titles of MaF.aglnaa and Newapapera Rre*
aented in Order of Preference^— Purther» Table 17 Indicates
that at Rlsl<^ the fourth grade pupils expressed the follovlng
magazines as best liked: Life md Look« where at Sterling the
fourUi grade pupils expressed Look* Jet* and Life as best liked*
In the least liked categories are at Rislej* True Stoz^y*
Tan and Ebony, srtiereas at Sterling, Tan, Ebony and Quick are
listed as least liked.
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Newspapers, the fourth grade pupils of the Rlaley School
and Sterling School like the Brunswick News and Atlanta Journal*
respectively, whereas the third choice at Rlsley was the Atlanta
Dally World, while at Sterling the Plttsbur^^h Courier ranked
third as best liked.
The least liked newspaper at Rlsley was the Mlanl Whin
while at Sterling the Atlanta Dally World was the least liked
newspaper.
Sections of the Newspaper Liked by the Fourth Grade Pupils
of the Rlsley and Sterling: Consolidated Schools as Revealed in
Table 18,«»»» According to the trend of reading habits establish¬
ed by most yoimg people. It was found that the majority of
pupils of the Rlsley and Sterlings Schools liked the comic
section of the newspapers with sports as second choice, A
thorough analysis of the findings Is cited.
Comparative Data on Sections of the Newspaper Liked by the
Fourth Grade Pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling; Consolidated
Schools,— When the sections of the newspaper liked by the
pupils of the two schools were compared. It was found that the
"significant differences" In the sections of the newspaper
liked between the two groups of fourth grade pupils were indi¬
cated as below.
Comics were read by 21 or 70 per cent and 25 or 83 per cent
of the fourth grade pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools,
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respeotlveXj* with a standl^rd error ot 0*I1 and Indicated a
"t" or *63 idiich was not si^Airieant becaoao It was leas than
I«96 at the 0*0^ leyel of eoafidenoe*
Sports were read \)j 1$ or $0 per e<mt and lU or U7 per cent
V'
of the foiirth grade pupils of the BlAej and Stirling ScIk^oXs
respeetlveXf with a standard error of 0*X3 and! indicated a "t*
of *23 which wem not sigalf leant because it was less than X«96
at the 0«05 XeyeX of eonfidenee*
Pictures were scanned by nine or 30 per oea% and XX or 37
per cant of the fourth £prade pupils of the BisXey and Sterling
Schools zw^eetively^ vlth a standard error of 0*12 ihich in*
dleated a "t* of lehioh was not significant because it was
less than 1*96 at the 0*Q5 lev^ ot confidence*
The section on Kevs# was read by 13 or 43 l^r cent and nine
or 30 per cent of the fourth grads pupils of the BIsley and
Sterling Soboola respeetiyely^ with a standard error of 0*12
idiicih indicated a "t** of *1 which wes rot algnifioant because
it was loss than 1*96 at the 0*Q^ level of ecaif idence*
Tharetare tbe respcnses on the sectlcais of the newBi^aLper
Hired between tbe two schools were not statistically significant*
Fumber and Ihrcenta;-^.e Distributions of pjpila* f^yaponses
Coracemiaf'r •yiricftia Habits of Jf'5W8T3aper R>adlng«** Ihfomatian
emeerning the habits of reading the newspaper was based <»i the
following quoriesi every day» at nightie three times weekly^ on
a special day of ^e veek» for exeitir^ news and never (see Table *
19)*
TABLE 18
NUIffi3ER AliD PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF EESPQHSES CONCERNING SECTIONS OF THE






Humber of Per Standard Error Humber of Per Standard Error
Item Group Pupils Cent of Per cent Pup11 IB1 Gent of Per cent «t"
Comics 21 70 0.11 25 83 0.11 ♦63
Sports 15 50 111 i|7 0.13 .23
Pictures 9 11 37 0#12 .58
News 13 43 9 30 0.12 .1
’’t" was insignificant because it was less than 1#96 at the 0#05 level of confidence#
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
Comics 26 86 19 63 0#11 ♦20
Sports 16 53 13 43 0.13 .7
Pictures 15 50 if 13 0#11 3.3
News 23 76 9 30 0#11 4.1
CN
"t" for comics and sports was insIgnlfleant beeauss it was less than li»96 at the 0«05
level of confidence#




WnfflER AKD PEHCBimcS MSTHTBUTIOKS OP RESPONSES COUCEHSIirO flKtCXIS
aBITS OP SBiifSaafR REACrSO.
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To the qulryj Dally# The fourth grade pupils of the Rlsley
School responded with 10 or 33 per cent, whereas, the pupils of
the Sterling School responded with 10 or 33 per cent#
At night, the pupils of the Rlsley School responded with l4
or kl per cent, whereas, the fourth grade pupils of the Sterling
School responded with 13 or 43 per cent#
Three times weekly, the pupils of the Rlsley School respond-
ed with eight or 27 per cent; whereas, the fourth grade pupils
of the Sterling School responded with eight or 27 per cent#
On a special day of the week, the pupils of the Rlsley
School responded with two> or seven per cent, idiereas, the pupils
of the Sterling School responded with three or 10 per cent.
For exciting news, the pupils of the Rlsley School responded
with five cr 17 per cent, whereas, the pupils of Sterling School
responded with tour or 13 per cent#
Never, the pupils of the Rlsley School responded with one
or three per cent, whereas the pupils of the Sterling School re¬
sponded with one or three per cent#
Comparative Data on Number and Percentage Distributions of
Pupils Responses Concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Reading#—
Further, Table 19 shows that the significant, differences In the
per cents of the habits of reading the newspaper of the fourth
grade pupils of the two schools were as Indicated below# To the
quiryt dally, there was no significant difference because both
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schools had Identical numbers and per cents 10 or 33 pex* cent
respectively.
To the quiry* at night, there was a standard error of
difference between the per cents of the two schools of *13» with
the resultant **t” .3 which was not significant because it was
less than 1.96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
To tbs quiry* three times weekly, there was no significant
difference because both schools had identical numbers and per
cents el^t or 2? per c«nt respectively*
To the quiry* On a special day of the week, there was a
standard error of difference between the per cents of the Two
schools of *07 with the resultant "t" *14. which was not sig¬
nificant because it was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of
confidence*
To the quiry* never, there wais no significant difference
because both schools had identical nvimbers and per cents of
one or three per cent respectively*
Therefore, the difference between the fourth grade pupils
of the Risley and Sterling Schools on responses to the qulries
concerning habits of newspaper reading dally, at night, three
times weekly, on a special day of the week, for exciting news,
were not statistically significant*
To the quiry* For exciting news, there was a standard error
of difference between the per cents of the two sdiools of 0*09
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vlth the resultant "t" which was not significant because
It was less than 1*^ at the 0«05 level of confidence*
Amount of Time Pupils Spent During the Week Reading the
NewspaperThe findings obtained from the fourth grade pupils
of Rlsley show that li(. or 1^6 per cent of the pupils spent seven
hoilrs and 1|.0 minutes during the week reading the newspaper; l6
or per cent of the pupils gave no Indications of the time
spent In newspaper reading* whereas the fovirth grade pupils of
Sterling show that 20 or 67 per cent spent nine hours 45
minutes during the week reading the newspaper* while 10 or 33
per cent of the pupils gave no indication of the time spent In
newsp^er reading as shown In Table 20*
TABLE 20





One Oneohalf 15 minutes 10 Min. One One-half 15 Mln*10 Min,
Hoxir Hour Hour Hour
k 6 4 3 10 5 2
Fifth Grade Fifth Grade
3 4 5 3 3 7 5 4
15 or 50 x>er cent gave no indication as to time spent* In the
fourth grade*
11 or 37 P«p cent gave no Indication as to time spent* In the
fifth grade*
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Time apont In readings Fourth grade Hlsley. School^ four
or 13 per cent» one hour| six or 20 per cent one half hour;
four or 13 per cent* ten mlnutaa* Time spent in sheading* fourth
grade Sterling Schools three or 10 per cent* one hour; 10 or
33 pox* cent* one«half hour; five or 17 per cent* 15 minutes;
tvo or seven per cent* ten minutes*
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Enjoyment of Reading.~-»A mass majority or 97 and 93 P«i?
cents of the fifth-grade pupils at Rlsley and Sterling Elemen¬
tary Schools Indicated that they do enjoy reading. They have
also Indicated that their enjoyment Is aided by the fact that
their parents have been helpful In ways of encouraging them.
The findings pertinent to these facts are further exemplified
In Table 1.
To the questlont Do you enjoy reading?, the fifth-grade
pupils of Rlsley School responded with 29 or 97* par cent and
1 or 3* per cent "yes" and "no," respectively. To the question:
Do you like to have scmieone read to you?, the pupils of the
Rlsley School responded with 16 or 53* par cent and li|. or 47*
per cent "yes" and "no" respectively; whereas, the pupils of
the Sterling School responded with 12 or 40* per cent and 18 or
60. per cent "yes" and "no," respectively. To the question:
Do your parents encourage you to read at home?, the fifth-grade
pupils of the Rlsley School responded with 26 or 67* per cent
and 4 or 13. par cant, "yes" and "no" respectively; whereas,
the fifth-grade pupils of the Sterling School responded with 24
or 80. per cent and 6 or 20. per cent "yes" and "no" respec*»l
tlvely.
Comparative Data.—Further, Table 1 shows the significant
differences In the par cents of the "yes" and "no" responses of
these fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley Elementary School and
Sterling Consolidated School, Glynn County, Sterling, Georgia.
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To the question: Do you enjoy reading, the fifth-grade
pupils of the Rlsley School responded with 29 or 97 per cent
and 1 or 3 por cent "yes" and "no" respectively. There was a
standard error of the difference of 0,05f with the resultant
"t" of ,7 which was not significant because It was less than
1*96 at the 0*05 level of cozifidence.
To the question: Do you like to have someone read to you?,
the fifth grade pupils of Rlsley responded with 16 or 53 P«r
cent and llj. or 47 por cent "yes" and "no" respectively; whereas
the pupils of the Sterling School responded with 12 or 4,0 P©**
cent and I8 or 60 per cent "yes" and "no" respectively. There
was a standard error of the difference between the per cents of
the two schools of 0,13 with the resultant "t" of .1 which was
not significant because It was less than 1*96 at the 0.05 level
of confidence.
To the question: Do your parents encourage you to read at
home?, the fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley School responded
with 26 or 87 per cent and 4 or 13 par cent "yes" and "no" re¬
spectively; whereas, the fifth-grade pupils of the Sterling
School responded with 24 or 80 per cent and 6 or 20 per cent
"yes" and "no" respectively. There was a standard error of the
difference between the per cents of the two schools of 0,10 with
the resultant "t" of ,07 whldh was not significant because It
was less than 1,96 at the 0,05 level of confidence.
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Securing Cards ^rom the Public or School Library.—Responses
to obtaining cards from the library Indicated that the majority
of fifth graders at Risley and Sterling Elementary Schools pos¬
sessed library cards« Data concerning this is presented in
Table 2.
To the questions Do you have a card for the public or
school library the fifth-grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with 26 or 86. per cent and 4 or l^. per cent "yes" and
"no" respectively; whereas, the pupils of the Sterling School
responded with 2ij. or 80. per cent and 6 or 20. per cent "yes"
and "no" respectively.
Comparative Data on Securing Cards from the Public or
School Library.--To the questions Do you have a card for the
public or school library?, the fifth-grade pupils of Risley
School responded with 26 or 86 per cent and k or 1J4 per cent
"yes" and "no" respectively; whereas, the fifth-grade pupils at
Sterling School responded with 2i; or 80 per cent and 6 or 20
per cent. There was a standard error of 0*10 with the resultant
"t" of .6 which was not significant because It was less than
1,96 at the 0.05 level of confidence. Therefore, the response
to the question. Do you have a card for the public or school
library was not statistically significant.
Use of Library.—Because of certain difficulties over which
we have no control, the writer fo^lnd that a majority of the
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pupils at Sterling and Rlslej Elementary Schools did not have
access to public library facilities. Data concerning this la
found In Table 3.
To the question: How often do you got books from the
school library?, the pupils answered as follows: The frequency
with which these pupils read books from the school library In
the fifth-grade at Rlsley; 18 or 60, per cent, once a week, and
12 or l}.0, per cent, twice a week; whereas, the frequency with
which the fifth-grade pupils of the Sterling School read were
5 or 17« cent once a week and 25 or 83« par cent twice a
week.
®ia question; How often do you get books from the public
library? was answered as follows; In the fifth-grade at Rlsley
8 or 27. per cent secured books twice a week, 7 or 23. per cent
once a week and 15 or 50. per cent did not make use of public
library facilities; whereas. In the fifth grade at Sterling, 1
or 3. per cent secured books twice a week, 3 or 10, per cent
once a week and 26 or 86. per cent did not have access to the
public library facilities.
Number of Hours Pupils Spent Weekly In Reading Apart from
Lessons.—The data on "Number of hours pupils spent weekly on
reading apart frexa lessons" as obtained from the expressions of
the fifty-grade pupils of the two schools reveal that the time
ranges from 0 to 1.55 hours. This Is shown In Table 4*
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The amount of time spent in reading books apart from les*
sons revealed a very Interesting fact for at Rlsley in the
fifth grade, 10 or 33 per cent read for 2 hours; li or 13 per
cent 1^ hours, 1 or 3 per cent $0 minutes; 11 or 37 per cent
30 minutes; and or 13 per cent had no idea of the amount of
time spent reading; whereas, the fifth-grade pupils at Sterling,
2 or 7 per cent 2 hours, 7 or 23 per cent 1§ hours, 4 or 13
per cent 55 minutes; 9 or 30 per cent 30 minutes; I4. or I3 per
cent 15 minutes^
Habits of Reading
Time of Day Pupils Preferred Reading,— The data on "Time
of day pupils preferred reading" as obtained from the expres¬
sions of the fifth-grade pupils of the two schools reveal that
the majority of the pupils at Risley preferred night reading
while those at Sterling preferred to read in the afternoon.
This is shown in Tables 5 and 6 respectively.
The time of day pupils indicated that they preferred read¬
ing in the fifth-grade at Rlsley, I4. or 13 per cent preferred
reading in the morning; 12 or 1|0 per cent in the afternoon and
14 or 47 por cent at night; whereas, at Sterling 4 or 13 per
cent preferred reading in the morning, I6 or 54 P®3^ cent in
the afternoon and 10 or 33 per cent at ni^t.
These pupils further indicated the days on which they en¬
joyed reading, at Rlsley, 19 or 63 per cent, Monday; 8 or 27-
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per cent on Tuesday; 12 or I4.O per cent on Wednesday; I8 or 60
per centf Thursday; lij. or 1|7 P©** cent, Friday; I6 or 53 per
cent, Saturday; and 12 or 40 per cent, Sunday; whereas, at
Sterling, 13 or 43 per cent, Monday; 4 or 13 per cent, Tues¬
day; 2 or 7 per cent, Wednesday; 2 or 7 per cent Thursday; 7
or 23 per cent, Friday; 13 or 43 per cent Saturday; and l4 or
47 per cent^ Sunday,
Comparative Data on Time of Day Pupils Enjoyed Reading,—
As Indicated In Table 4 end 5 respectively the fifth-grade
pupils of Rlsl^y School preferred reading at nl^t and on
Monday, whereas, the fifth-grade pupils of Sterling preferred
reading In the afternoon and on Sunday*
Attitudes Toward Reading Various Types of Books*— Reading
Interest according to subject matter to Indicate the degree to
which pupils In both sdiools (Rlsley and Sterling Consolidated)
show their preference of reading according to titles of books
listed as Often read. Seldom read^ and Never read*
Attitudes Toward Various Types of Books*— The data on
"Percentage distribution of certain attitudes toward reading
various types of books" as obtained from the expressions of the
fifth-grade pupils of the two schools show that at Rlsley Faliry
Tales rank first and at Sterliz^ Bible Stories rank first* In
the seccxid place at Rlsley Is History while at Sterling Comics
are In second place* It Is Indicated that the preference for
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reading Is motivated by the type of material with which the
children are provided# This Is shown in Table ?•
Tlie degree to which the various books were road by the
fifth-grade pupils of Rlsley were History^ often read, 18 or 60
per cent, seldom read, 8 or 27 pei* cent, never read, or 13
per cent} Geography, often read, 16 or 53 por cent, seldom read,
17 or 33 per cent, never road, 7 or 24 per cent} Adventure,
often read, 13 or 43 per cent, seldom road, 3 or 10 per cent,
never read, l4 or 4? per cent} Jungle Stories, often read,
18 or 60 per cent, seldom read, 5 or 17 per cent, never read,
7 or 23 per cent} Lid Ian Stories, often read, IJ or 57 per
cent, seldom read, 5 or 17 per cent, never read, 8 or 26 i)er
cent} Bible Stories, often read, 16 or 53 poi* cent, seldom
read, 4 or l4 per cent, never read, 10 or 33 per cent} Life
Stories of Famous People, often read, 16 or 53 P©3p cent seldom
read, 6 or 20 per cent, never read, 8 or 2? per cent} Cowboy
Stories, often read, l5 or 50 per cent, seldom read, 6 or 20
per cent, never read, 9 or 30 per cent} Comics, often read, 17
or 57 per cent, seldom read, 9 or 30 per cent, never read, h
or 13 per cent} Fairy Tales, often read, 19 or 64 per cent}
seldom read, 4 or 13 per cent, never read, 7 or 23 per cent}
Animal Stories, often read, 16 or 53 per cent, seldom read, 5
or 17 per cent, never read, 9 or 30 per cent} Mother Goose
Rhymes, often read, 13 or 43 per cent, seldom read, 6 or 20
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per centy never read« 11 or 37 pex* cent; whereas, the degree
in which the various books were read by the fifth-grade pupils
of Sterling were. History, often read, 8 or 2? per cent, seldom
read, 9 or 30 per cent; Geography, often read, 6 or 20 per cent,
seldom read, II4. or kl per cent, never read, 10 or 33 pei* cent;
Adventure, often read, 7 cr 23 per cent, seldom read, 9 or 30
per cent, never read, l4 or ^7 P«r cent, seldom read, 7 or 23
per cent never read,3i| or 27 per cent; Jungle Stories, often
read, l4 or 30 per cent; Indian Stories, often read, 9 or 30
per cent, seldom read, 11 or 37 per cent, never read, 10 or 33
per cent; Bible Stories, often read, 21 or 70 per cent, seldom
road, li- or 13 per cent, never read, 5 or 17 per cent; hit9
Stories of Ffimous People, often read, I6 or 53 per cent, seldom
read, 10 or 34 per cent, never read, 4 or I3 per cent; Cow¬
boy Stories, often read, 15 or 50 per cent, seldom read, 9 or
30 per cent, never read, 6 or 20 Tper cent; Comics, often read,
18 or 60 per cent, seldom read, 6 or 20 per cent; never read,
6 or 20 per cent; Fairy Tales, often read, 10 or 34 per cent,
seldom read, 13 or 43 P©** cent, never read, 7 or 23 per cent;
Animal Stories, often read, 15 or 50 per cent, seldom read,
9 or 30 per cent, never read, 6 or 20 per cent; Mother Goose
Rhymes, often read, 7 or 23 per cent, seldom read, 12 or 4o
per cent, never read, 11 or 37 P©r cent,
Otiier types of books mentlaied as seldom and never read by
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the fifth grade pupils of Rlsley School and Sterling Consoli¬
dated Schools not appearing on the table but which Is found on
the Questionnaire In the Appendix ares At Rlsleyi^ love stories*
poetry* science stories and detective stories; whereas at Ster¬
ling* books about art* play% transportation and love stories*
The lack of reading interest is possibly due to indifference
toward environment or a dislike for available material*
A firm belief is that a further dieck could be made to as¬
certain whether the pupils who read the least have some physical
defects* lack the inner eye to interpret and Imagine the beauty
and realness of stories or if there are word difficulties*
Comparative Data on Percentaj-e Distribution of Certain
Attitudes Toward Reading of the Fifth-Grade Pupils of the Two
Schools*—The reading interest Is clustered abound the follow¬
ing books! 60 per cent* Jungle Stories* 18 or 60 per cent*
Indian Stories* 1? or 5? P©r cent; Comics* 17 or Si P®r cent*
Bible Stories* 16 or ^3 cent; Life Stories of Famous People,
16 or 53 per cent; Geography* 16 or 53 per cent; Animal Stories*
16 or 53 per cent; Mother Goose Rhymes* 13 or 1^3 per cent; and
Adventiire 13 or ]|3 per cent; whereas at Sterling, Bible Stories,
21 or 70 per cent; Comics* 18 or 60 per cent; Life Stories of
Famous People, 16 or 53 per cent; Animal Stories* 15 or 50 per
cent; Jungle Stories* li^ or kl per cent and Cowboy Stories*
15 or 50 per cent*
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Pupils* Expressions as to What They Think About Readlng«»«
The data on "Pupils* expressions as to what they think about
reading" as obtained from the expressions of the fifth grade
pupils of the two schools show that the positive responses of
the two schools vary by only one point* At Rlsley the positive
response Is 72 per cent, at Sterling, 71 per cent* The negative
response at Rlsley is 28 per cent, at Sterling the negative re¬
sponse Is 29 per cent* This is shown In Table 8*
Negative Responses- Of the fifth-grade pupils of Rlsley
School, 9 or 30 per cent advanced the thought that reading was
a bore; 11 or 33 per cent wished to do something else after
reading a few minutes; 6 or 20 per cent would rather listen to
the radio than to read; and 11 or 33 por cent woiild rather look
and listen to television than to read; whereas, the fifth-grade
pupils of Sterling School, 11 or 33 per cent advanced the
thought that reading was a bore; 9 or 30 per cent wished to do
something else after reading a few minutes, 6 or 20 per cent
would rather listen to the radio than to read; and 11 or 33 per
cent would rather look and listen to television than to read*
Positive Responses — Of the fifth-grade pupils of Rlsley
School, 17 or 57 per cent liked to sit In a favorite spot and
read Interesting things; 20 or 67 per cent thought that reading
helx>ed them to find out what they wanted to know; 19 or 63 per
cent often used the dlctlonax>y and encyclopedia to aid them In
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their reading? 23 or 73 P®r cent read because it described
places they had not seen and 22 or 73 poz* cent thought that by
reading they gained a knowledge of new words? whereas, at
Sterling, 23 or 73 pez* cent liked to ait in a favorite spot and
read interesting things? 22 or 73 pez* cent thought that reading
helped them to find out what they WEuited to know? 20 or 67 per
cent often used the dictionary and encyclopedia to aid them in
their reading? 19 or 63 per cent read because it described
places they had not seen? and 17 or 57 per cent thought that by
reading they gained a knowledge of new words*
Comparative Data on Pupils* Expressions as to What They
Think About Reading*** Further, Table 8 shows that the signifi¬
cant differences in the (Mean) per cents of the total negative
responses of the fifth-grade pupils* expressions as to what
they think about reading at the Risley and Sterling Schools*
The total negative response of the fifth-grade pupils of
the Risley School was 22 per cent? whereas, the fifth-grade
pupils of the Sterling School responded with 23 per cent* There
was a standard error of 0*11 with the resultant "t" *09 which
was not si^lficant because it was less than 1*96 at the 0*05
level of confidence*
The total positive response of the fifth grade pupils of
the Risley School was 73 per cent? whereas, at Sterling the
positive response of the fifth grade pupils was 77 per cent*
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There was a standard error of 0*l4 with the resultant ^'t" .8
idilch was not signifleant because It was less than 1.96 at the
0«05 lerel of confidence.
Therefore, the negative and positive responses of "Pupils*
expressions as to idiat thej think about reading" were not statis¬
tically significant.
Attitude Toward School.—The datA" oA "Attitude toward
schools" show 29 or 97 P«r cent responding at Risley»a fifth-
grade and 1 or 3 per cent answering "yes" and "no" respectively
while at Sterling the fifth grade pupils responding were the
same with the same percentage answering yes.
Comparative Data.--Since both schools registered the same
responses to the question "Do you like School!" there was no
significant difference between the two per cents of the two
schools. . Each responded with 29 or 97 par cent and 1 or 3 pci^
cent, respectively.
Choice of Subjects According to Order of Preference.—The
data on "Choice of subjects' according to order of preference"
as obtained from the expressions of the fifth grade pupils of .
the two schools show tiiat at Risley the ranking order is arith~
metlc, reading, spelling, while at Sterling the order has spell¬
ing in first place and reading and English succeeding in that
order. These data are found in Table 9.
The fifth-grade pupils of Risley School listed the follow-
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Ing subjects. Arithmetic, first choice, 11 or 37 par cent,
Reading, second choice, 10 or 33 P®r cent. Spelling, third
choice, 9 or 30 per cent; whereas, the fifth-grade pupils of
Starling School listed the following subjects. Spelling, first
choice, 12 or J4.O per cent, Reading, second choice, 10 or 33 per
cent, and English, third choice, 9 or 30 per cent.
Comparative Data on Choice of Subjects According to Order
of Preference.—Spelling was the third choice subject at Rlsley
and the first choice subject at Sterling; Reading was the
second choice subject at both schools respectively; Arithmetic
was the first choice subject at Rlsley, while English was the
third choice subject at Sterling.
Pupils* Preferences in Reading Activities.—The data on
"Pupils preferences in reading activities" as obtained from the
expressions of the fifth grade of the two schools show that the
best-liked activities were as follows: At Rlsley, reading books
was in first place; the other ranking order at Rlsley, listen¬
ing to stories, reading Jokes, working puzzles and writing short
poems, ¥/hllc'at Sterling in’.first place was listening to stories,
followed by reading Jokes, books, working puzzles and writing
short poeris. The least-llked activities at Rlsley were locating
raaterlals by using tables of content, encyclopedias, diction¬
aries, and supplementary books. This Is shown In Table 10.
The following activities ware the "best liked" by the fifth
grade paplls of Rlsley School: Reading books, 28 and 93 P®r
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cent; listening to stories* 26 or 86 per cent; reading jokes*
23 or 76 per cent; and working pussies* 22 or 73 P«r cent*
"Least liked activities" were locating materials by uslngt
tables of content* 6 or 20 per cent; supplementary books* U or
13 per cent; idiereas* the flfth*grade pupils at Sterling* "Best
Liked Activities" were listening to stories* 28 or 93 por cent*
reading jokes* 26 or 86 per cent* reading books* 2$ or 83 per
cent and working pussies* 2}^ or 80 per cent*
"Least liked activities" were dramatising from group reading*
5 or 17 per cent and visiting the public library* 1^. or 13 per cent*
Comparative Data on Beat Liked and Least Liked Activities*^"
The data Indicate that the fifth-grade pupils* reactions to
"Best Liked Activities" were as followss The pupils In the
fifth grade of Risley School selected "reading books" as their
first best-liked activity* while It was given third place by
the fifth grade pupils of the Sterling School* "Listening to
stories" rated second place by the fifth grade pupils of Risley
and received first place rating by the fifth grade pupils of
Sterling* "Reading jokes" rated third place by the fifth-grade
pupils at Risley and second place by the fifth-grade pupils of
Sterling School* "Working puzzles" held fourth place of the
best-liked activities of the fifth-grade pupils of Risley School
and by the fifth-grade pupils of Sterling School* respectively*
Least-Liked Activities*— The reaction to the activities
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that were least liked by the fifth-grade pupils of Rlsley were,
"Locating materials by: using tables of content and supplemen¬
tary books; whereas, at Sterling the least liked activities were
dramatizing from group reading and visiting the public library.
Titles of Books Presented in Order of Preference,—The
data on "Titles of books presented in order of preference" as
obtained from the expressions of the fifth-grade pupils of the
two schools show that at Hisley Snow White, Little Black Sambo,
and Alice in Wonderland, whereas at Sterling, Snow White.
Little Black Sambo and Crybaby Calf were first choice pref¬
erences .
The least liked in order of preference at Risley were Fix
It, Please and Crybaby Calf, whereas at Sterling, Plnocchio and
Billy Blaze ranked last according to order of preference, as
shown in Table 11,
At Rlsley Snow White was road by 28 or 93 P®p cent, whereas
at Sterling 2? or 90 per cent road the book.
At Rlsley, Little Black Sambo was read by 2? or 90 P«r cent,
whereas at Sterling 2l| or 80 per cent read the book.
At Risley, Alice in Wonderland read by 26 or 86 per cent;
whereas at Sterling 13 or i{.3 pex* cent read the book.
At Risley, Three Blind Mice. 2^ or 90 per cent of the
pupils read the book, whereas 19 or 63 par cent of the pupils
of Sterling had read the book.
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Crybaby Calf iihlch ranked third at Sterling, with 23 or
76 per cent of the pupils reading the book was not widely read
at Risley, The conclusion reached is that the reading Interest
grows out of environment, occupation or recreation, school
curriculum and home conditions*
Pupils* Indication of personal books at homo were mentioned,
namely at Rlsley, Little Black Sambo« and Peter Pans whereas at
Sterling, Three Little Plg8« Benny Boy, Conirco Ride and Little
Black Sambo*
Best Liked Comic Books Read by Pupils In Order of Prefer¬
ence*-* The data on "Best liked comic books read by pupils In
order of preference" show that In the first place at Rlsley was
Donald Duck with Bu^^ns Bunny, 'Little Iodine# Tarzan, Superman
and Mighty Mouse following* Others that were used will be found
In Table 13*
In no Instance were any of the 25 books listed not read by
pupils of either school* The reading interest of the fifth
grade at the Rlsley School la a slight degree higher on comic
books than those at Sterling* This Is revealed In the tabula¬
tion which shows that the larger number of pupils at Rlsley
read what is termed the more pupular comic books than the pupils
at Sterling*
Comparative Data*—In comparison of the reading Interest of
comic books read by pupils of the fifth grades at Rlsley and
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Sterling Elementary Schools, Donald Duck was a favorite at both
schools with 26 or 86 per cent reading the comic book, respec¬
tively,
Buga Bunny tied with first place at Risley with 26 or 86
per cent reading the comic, while 17 or $7 per cent read the
book at Sterlings
Little Iodine was second place at Risley with 24 or 80 per
cent of the pupils reading the book.
In third place at Risley was Tarzan, Superman, and Andy
with 23 or 76 per cent of the pupils reading the comic books
respectively.
Fourth place at Risley was Nancy and Sltiggo. Dick Tracy,
and Mighty Mouse with 21 or 70 per cent of the pupils reading
the books* Fifth place at Risley was Tonto with 19 or 63 pupils
]:*eadlng the book*
Third place at Sterling was Blondie. Hopalong Cassidy.
Superman, Mighty Mouse with I8 or 60 per cent reading the books
respectively.
Fourth place at Sterling was Bugs Bunny with I7 or 57 P®**
cent of the pupils reading the book*
Fifth place at Sterling was Big John and Sparkle with 15
or 50 per cent reading the comic book*
Comparing the comic books that rate hipest the first five
showed little variation in the niambers who read them at either
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school* The greatest margin between books read at Sterling and
Rlsley were I4. or 13 per cent the difference between 19 or 63 per
cent and 1$ or $0 per cent In the fifth place.
Most Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented In
Order of Expressed Preferences»~~The data on "Most preferred
c(»alc strips read by pupils presented In order of expressed
preferences" of the fifth grade at the two schools show; that at
Rlsley In first place was "Donald Duck" with "Mickey Mouse,"
"Red Rider," and "Henry" succeeding; whereas, at Sterling
"Donald Duck" was succeeded by "Henry," "Mickey Mouse,"
"Blondle," and "Dick Tracy." Others which were read are shown
In Table ll4.«
Comparatlwe Data on Most Preferred Comic Strips Read by
Pupils Presented In Order of Expressed Preferences»~«0ut of the
comic strips frequently read by the pupils of the fifth grades
at Rlsley and Sterling Elementary Schools, "Donald Duck" ranked
first at Rlsley with 25 or 83 per cent and first at Sterling
with 27 or 90 per cent reading the comic strip, respectively.
"Mickey Mouse" was read by 23 or 76 per cent at Sterling*
"Henry" also was read by 2li. or 80 per cent of the pupils at
Sterling while only 17 or 57 P©** cent at Rlsley.
"Red Rider" was the third more popular comic strip at
Rlsley with 17 or 57 por cent reading the comic strip; whereas,
"Blondle" was third at Sterling with 21 or 70 per cent reading
the comic strip.
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The degree of Tsa>lation In reading interest in the catulc
strips may be shown by the followings ''Smiling Jack" was read
by 9 or 30 per cent of the pupils at Risley and 17 or 57 por
cent of the pupils at Sterling*
"Tiny Tim" was read by 10 or 33 per cent at Risley and 21
or 70 per cent at Sterling*
"Flash Gordon" was read by 9 or 30 per cent at Risley end
17 or 57 per cent at Sterling*
On a whole the reading interest in comic strips was greater
in the fifth grade at Sterling than at Risley*
Number and Percentage Distributions of Pupils Concerning
Various Habits of Reading the Comic Strips*—Information con¬
cerning the habits of reading the comic strips was baaed on the
following queries* daily, at night, three times weekly* only
on Sundays•
Dally, the fifth-grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
ported with 20 or 67 per cent, whereas the fifth-grade pupils
of the Sterling School responded with 7 or 23 per cent* At
nif^t, the pupils of the Risley School responded with ll| or 1|7
per cent; whereas the pupils of the Sterling School responded
with 15 or 50 per cent. Thi»ee times weekly, the fifth-grade
pupils of the Risley School responded with 12 or 4o per cent.
Only on Sunday, the fifth-grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with 9 or 30 per cent; whereas the students of the
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Sterllxig School responded with 6 or 20 per cent.
Comparative Data on Nunber and Percentage Distributions of
Pupils Concemln«y Various Habits of Readln/^ the Comic Strlpa.«»«»
Further, Table 15 shows that the significant differences In per
cents of the habits of reading the comic strip of the fifth-
grade pupils of the two schools were as indicated below.
To the query! dally, there was a standard error of differ¬
ence between the per cents of the two schools of 0.12 with the
resultant "t** of 3.6 which was significant because it was more
than 2.58 at the 0.01 level of confidence In favor of the
Rlsley School.
To the qpifeiT’S at night, there was a standard error of dif¬
ference between the per cents of the two schools of 0.13 with
the resultant "t" .2 which was not significant because it was
less than 1.96 at the 0.05 level of confidence.
To the queryl three times weekly, there was a standard
error of difference between the per cent of the two schools of
0*12 with the resultant ^’t" of *2 which was not significant be¬
cause It was less than 1.96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
To the query* only on Sunday, there was a standard error
of difference between the per cents of the two schools of 0*11
I
with the resultant ”t” of *9 which was not significant because
It was less than 1.96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
Therefore, the difference betwe«i the fifth-grade pupils
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of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools on responses to the queries
at nl^t, three times weekly, and only on Simday was not statis¬
tically significant; although the query dally was statistically
significant because the resultant "t** was 3*6 which was greater
than 2»58 at the 0«01 level of confidence In favor of the
Rlsley School,
Mean Percentages of Correct Performances on a Test Meaa-»
urlng Pacts Known About Comic Book Characters,—!Rie data on
mean percentages of correct performances on a test measuring
facts known about comic book characters as obtained from the
expressions of the fifth grade pupils of the two schools are
presented In Table 16,
At the Sterling School the pupils had a truer concept of
the Identity of comic book characters than those at Rlsley,
the mean percentage being 89 whereas at Rlsley the mean per¬
centage was So.
The survey shows with such outstanding characters as Dick
Tracy as a crime fighter 28 or 93 P»r cent at Sterling classi¬
fied him cox*rectly wltii his duties, while only l8 or 60 per cent
gave the correct impression.
Further examples such as Kid Colt as an Outlaw. 20 or 6?
per cent knew the correct answer at Sterling; whereas 13 or 43
per cent knew the correct answer at Rlsley.
Snuffy Smith lives In the mountains, 19 or 63 per cent gave
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correct answers at Sterling; whereas at Risley 10 or 33 per cent
gave correct answers*
Brenda Starr as a newspaper woman received 22 or 73
cent correct decisions at Sterling; whereas at Risley 1$ or $0
per cent gave correct decisions*
Hopalong Cassidy as a peace loving man received lii or 1+7
per cent correct decisions at Sterling; whereas, 9 or 30 per
cent at Risley gave the correct decisions.
Titles of Mapiazines and newspapers Presented in Order of
Preference*--“The data given revealed that the fifth-grade pupils
of Risley and Sterling enjoyed reading the colored raagaslnes
and also newspapers.
The findings given in order of preferences are revealed
in Table 17•
Comparative Data on Titles of Magazines and Newspapers
Presented in 0i!»der of Preference.—Further. Table 17 indicates
that at Risley and Sterling the fifth-grade pupils liked the
same newspapers: as first choice, namely, the Brunswick Rews
and Atlanta Journal and Constitution, respectively; second
choice at Risley was the Atlanta Daily World while at Sterling,
the Pittsburp-.h Courier; fourth choice at Risley was Savannah
Morning Hews and at Sterling the Chicago Defender was cited as
fourth best-liked newspaper.
Sections of the Sewspaper Liked by the Fifth-Grade Pupils
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of the Rlsley and Sterling Schoolswas found that the
comiea was the favorite section of the newspaper liked by the
two groups of fifth-grade x>uplls*
Sections of the newspaper liked by the flftti-grade pupils
of the two schools« as revealed in Table 18: At Rlsley, Comics,
26 or 50 per cent. Hews, 23 or 76 per cent; whereas, at
Sterling, Comics, 19 or 63 per cent. Sports, 13 or i}.3 per cent.
Pictures, U or 13 per cent, and Hews, 9 or 30 per cent.
Comparative Data.—When the sections of the newspaper
liked by the pupils of the two schools were comp&red. It was
found that the "significant differences" In the sections of the
newspaper liked between the two groups of fifth-grade pupils
were Indicated as below.
Comics were read by 26 or 86 per cent and 19 or 63 per
cent of the fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling
Schools, respectively, with a standard error of 0.11 and Indi¬
cated a "t" of .20 which was not significant because it was
less than 1.96 at the 0.05 level of confidence.
Sports were read by 16 or 53 per cent and 13 or 1^3 per
cent of the fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling
Schools, respectively, with a standard error of 0.13 and Indi¬
cated a "t” of .7 which was not significant because It was less
than 1,96 at the 0.05 level of confidence.
Pictures were read by 15 or 50 per cent and I4. or I3 per
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cent of the flfth'-grade pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling
Schools, respectively, wltih a standard error of 0.11 and Indi¬
cated a "t” of 3.3 vhlch was significant because It was greater
than 2,53 at the 0.01 level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the fifth-grade pupils
of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools on the picture section of
the newspaper was statistically significant.
News was read by 23 or 76 per cent and 9 or 30 per cent of
the fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools, re¬
spectively, with a standard error of 0.11 and Indicated a "t"
of ii-.l which was significant because It was greater than 2.58
at the 0*01 level of confidence.
Therefore, the difference between the fifth-grade pupils
of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools on the news section of the
newspaper was statistically significant.
Humber and Percentage Distributions of Pupils* Responses
Concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Reading.—The data on
the ^number and percentage distribution of pupils* responses
concerning various habits of newspaper reading" as obtained
from the expressions of the fifth-grades of the Rlsley Elemen¬
tary School, Brunswick, Georgia and Sterling Consolidated
School, Glynn County, Sterling, Georgia are presented In Table
19 and based on the following queries: dally, at nl^t, three
times weekly, on a special day of the week, for exciting news
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and never.
Dally, the fifth-grade pupils of the Rlsley School re¬
sponded with 13 or 43 per cent| whereasa the pupils of the
Sterling School responded with 6 or 20 per cent. At night, the
fifth-grade pupils of the Hlsley School responded with l4 or 4?
per cent; whereas» the pupils of the Sterling School responded
with 8 or 27 per cent^ Three times weekly, the fifth-grade pu¬
pils of the Rlsley School responded with 8 or 2? per cent;
whereas* the pupils of the Sterling School responded with 10 or
33 P«P cent. On a special day of the week, the fifth-grade pu¬
pils of the Rlsley School responded with 1 or 0.03 P®** cent;
whereas, the fifth-grade pupils of the Sterling School responded
with 2 or 0.07 per cent. For exciting news, the fifth-grade
pupils of the Sterling School responded with 7 or 23 per cent.
Never received no responses from the pupils of the two schools.
Comparative Data on Humber and Percentage Distributions of
Pupils* Responses Concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Reading.
Further* Table 19 shows that the significant differences In the
per cents of the various habits of newspaper reading of the
fifth-grade pupils of the two schools were Indicated as below.
To the query at night: there was a standard error of dif¬
ference between the per cents of the two schools of .12 with t^e
resultant "t" of 1*7•
To the query three times weekly: there was a standard er-
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ror of difference between the per cents of the two schools of
0«12 with the resultant "t" of .5 which was not significant be¬
cause It was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
To the qulryS on a special day of the week! there was a
standard error of difference between the per cents of the two
schools of 0*18 with the resultant "t" of *23 whl(^ was not
significant because it was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of
confidence*
To the qulryt for exciting newss there was a standard
error of difference between the per cents of the two schools
of *09 with the resultant "t” of 1*8 which was not significant
because It was less than 1*96 at the 0«05 level of confidence*
Sever: received no responses*
Therefore* the dlffermce between the fifth-grade pupils
of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools of the responses to the
qulrles dally* at nl^t* three times weekly* on a special day
of the week* for exciting news and never are not statistically
significant*
Amount of Time Pupils Spent During the Week Reading the
Newspaper*— The findings obtained from the fifth grade pupils
of Rlsley show that 15 or $0 per cent of the pupils spent 6
hours and minutes during the week reading the newspaperi l5
or $0 per cent gave no Indication of the time spent In newspaper
readlngi ihereas* the fifth grade pupils of Sterling show that
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19 or 63 pox' cent spent 9 hours &nd $ minutes during the week
reading the newspaper, 11 or 37 P©r cent gave no indication of
the time spent during the week reading the newspaper, as re¬
vealed in Table 20«
Time spent In reading—fifth grade Rlsleyj 3 or 10 per
cent, 1 hour; 4 or 13 per cent, \ hour; 5 or 1? per cent, 15
minutes; 3 or 10 per cent, 10 minutes.
Time spent in reading—fifth grade Sterling: 3 or 10 per
cent, 1 hoiir; 7 or 23 per cent, ^ hour; 5 or 1? per cent, 15
minutes; 4 or l4 per cent, 10 minutes.
Distribution and Percentac^e of Responses Made by Pupils
of the Fifth-Grades of Risley Elementai*y and Sterling Consoli¬
dated Schools as to the Source of their Magazines.—The data on
"Magaelnes" as obtained from the expressions of the fifth-grade
pupils of the Risley and Sterling Elementary Schools are pre¬
sented in Table 21.
To the question: Where do you get magazines? the fifth-
grade pupils of the Risley School responded from news stands,
18 or 60 per cent; whereas, the pupils of the Sterling School
responded with 11 or 37 per cent.
By mail, the fifth-grade pupils of the Risley School re¬
sponded with 4 or 13 per cent; whereas the fifth-grade pupils
of Sterling School responded with 8 or 27 per cent.
Comparative Data on Responses Made by Pupils as to the
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Source of their Magazines■—Furthar, Table 22 shows the slg-
nlficeuit difference In per cents on the responses of receiving
x&agazines*
On the question do joii get magasines from newsstand? there
was a standard error of difference between the per cent of the
two schools of 0.i;j with the resultant "t* of 1*9 which was not
si^iificant because it was less than 1.96 at the 0*0^ level of
confidence*
Therefore, the difference between the fifth-grade pupils
of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools on the responses of obtain¬
ing magazines from the newsstand was not statistically sig¬
nificant*
By mail, there was a standard error of difference between
the per cents of the two schools of 0*10 with the resultant “t"
1*1|. which was not significant because it was less than 1*96 at
the 0*05 level of confidence.
CHAPTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introductory Statemait#-- The problem Involved In this
study was a comparison of the reading Interests of the Fourth
and Fifth Grade Pupils of the Rlsley Elementary School^ Bruns¬
wick, Georgia and the Fourth and Fifth Grade Pupils of the
Sterling Consolidated School, Glynn County, Sterling, Georgia
for the school year of 1953-1954*
In order to fulfill the piirposes of this study, the Inves¬
tigator constructed a questionnaire designed to gather data on
the reading Interests of children In such areas as enjoyment of
reading, selecting cards from the public library, use of the
library, and habits of reading*
The data for the subjects were differentiated as to Rlsley
School for the fourth and fifth grades and the Sterling School
for the fourth and fifth grades, for the pxirposes of the re¬
quired comparisons* The differences as observed and reported
were In terms of "t” values with reference to the percentages
of responses of the pupils of the respective schools and grades*
Purposes of the Study*— The purposes involved In this
study were as follows:
1* To determine what research has been made relative to
reading In the fourth and fifth grades*
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2. To find out the reading Interests of the fourth and
fifth glides of the two schools.
3. To determine If there are any statistically signifi¬
cant differences between the reading Interests of the
fourth and fifth gr&de pupils of the Rlsley El^aentary
School, Brunswick, Georgia and the fourth and fifth
grade pupils of the Sterling Cor»olldated School,
Glynn County, Sterling, Georgia,
Definition of Terms.—The term ^"reading Interest," as used
In this study, refers to those expressed preferences for and at¬
titudes towards reading as Indicated throtigh responses to the
Reading Interest Questionnaire.
2. The term^"Interest," as used In this study, refers to
ihat children say they like to do when they have spare time and
the tendency to react favorably.
Locale and Research Design of the Study.—The major as¬
pects of the research deslgh of this research are Indicated in
the statements below.
1. Locale: This study was conducted during the school
year of 19^3-195^1- at the Rlsley Elementary School,
Brunswick, Georgia md the Sterling Consolidated
School, Sterling (Glenn County), Georgia.
2. Research Methods The normative-survey method of re¬
search, en^loylng the use of the questionnaire. Inter¬
view, and visitation techniques, was used to collect
the data for this study.
3. Subjects: The subjects of this study were the 120
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foiarth cmd fifth grad« pupils enrolled in the Risley
and Sterling Schools for the 1953-195U school term*.
Instrumentst The instruments used to gather the data
weret the questionnaire, interviews, end observations
during visitation to classes*
5* Criterion of Reliability! The "criterion of relia¬
bility" used to test the "slgnlficance of the differ¬
ence" between the pupils of the two schools and their
resx>6ctive fourth and fifth grades was establiGhed as
a "t" of 1*96 at the 5 P®r cent level of confidence
and a "t" of 2.58 &t the 1 per cent level of confi¬
dence and the "mean."
6* The data after appropriate statistical treatment were
formulated into significant findings, implications,
and recommendations which were written into the thesis
copy.
The data as collected, analyzed and Interpreted were or¬
ganized ai^ are presented around the following captions!
1. Enjoyment of Reading
2* Securing Cards from the Public or School Library
3. tJse of Library
4* Number of Hours Pupils Sjwnt Weekly in Reading Apart
from Lessons
5, Time of Day Pupils Preferred Reading
6. Days on Which Pupils Preferred Reading
7« Attitudes Toward Various Types of Books
6. Pupils* Expressions as to What They Think About Reading9.Attitude Toward School
10. Choice of Subjects According to Order of Preference
11, Pupils* Preferences in Reading Activities
12 Titles of Books Presented In Order of Preference
13« Number and Names of Books Which Pupils Owned at Home
ll|« Most Liked Comic Books Read by Pupils and Reported
In Order of Preferaice
1^* Moat Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented
In Order of Expressed Preferences
16^ Number and Percentage Distribution of Pupils Concern¬
ing Various Habits of Reading the Comic Strips
17* Mean Percentage of Correct Performances on a Test
Measuring Facts Known About Comic Book Characters
16« Titles oi Magazines and Newspapers Presented In Order
of Preference
19« Number and Percentage Distribution of Responses Con¬
cerning Sections of the Newspaper Liked Best
20* Number and Percentage Distributions of Pupils* Re¬
sponses Concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Reading
21* N\imber and Percentage Distribution of Responses Con-
r
cemlng Various Habits of Newspaper Reading
22* Amount of Time Spent Dxirlng the Week Reading the News¬
paper
23* Distribution and Percentage of Responses Made by
Pupils as to the Source of their Magazines
Summary of Related Literature#— Prom the review of related
literature It was concluded that the following statements carry
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the major Ideas Inherent In the survey
1. Reading interests are closely related to the general
purposes and favarlte activities of young people,
2. Children's reading Interest often originates In early
Infancy, These Interests are manifested In the child's manlpu-'
latlon of books and pictures, hov veil he likes to be read to,
and hov he Identifies pictures,
3* Young people need guidance of adults to gear their
reading Into vlder areas, idilch vlll afford more challenge.
4- Since Interest la a fundamental principle of Instruc¬
tion, It Is veil for a teacher to try to find the permanent
Interests of her children. Enoving the children's Interests,
the teacher should strive to develop more eorthidille Interests,
5, A vide variety of literary classics and books Is needed
to find a child's interest. Hever make the mistake of using so-
called ”worthvhlle books,*
6, Main factors Inflvienclng reading Interests are:
a. Factors inherent In the child
b. Factors in reading material
c. Envlronmeoital factors
7, Betveen the ages of five and eleven, children's read¬
ing habits are elevated from simple Mother Goose Rhymes end sim¬
ple literature to the development of reading habits of real life
stories. When a child reaches tvelve his reading Interests are
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at Its peak* For the next two years a child's reading develops
Into the more specialised types.
8. There Is a definite pattern that Interests boys and
girls after the age of nine. The pattern of Interest of girls*
however* Is not as marked as that of the boys*
9* Social attitudes of our society make us vezy conscious
of temperament and behavior dlffearenees in males and females*
This also leads us to believe that there are marked differences
In the types of books boys and girls read.
10* Host children agree on such readings as mystery^and ad-*
venture* but tend to disagree when It comes to novels and poetry
and stories of that type*
11* In children's readings there are age*grade trends* The
peak of the preferences Is around the sixth grade*
12* In trying to discover what books were favorites lnves»
tlgators found that children who were presented the qtxestlon-
nalres In grades under the fourth answered the questions orally*
In and above the fourth grade filled In a questionnaire. They
found that the comparison of chlldrwi's favorites with standard
bibliographies was somewhat close. Animal stories and fairy
tales are favorites In the lower grades*
13. Giving a certain number of students access to different
types of books for recreational reading* they were able to find
that the preference of books as far as students are concerned
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placed fiction first and the sequence then ranges from social
science, useful arts, blograi^y and history.
ll}.. An analysis of library choices was made and It was
found that the five types of materials ranking hipest were flec¬
tion, biography and autobiography, mystery and detective
stories.
15* Frtmi Interviewing 100 students It was found that chll*
dren between seven and seventeen years who have freedom of
choice In leisure readings read more fiction books. It was also
said that the peak years for reading are twelve and thirteen,
16. A somewhat different approach was used among teacl^rs
to find what they read as children trying to find the values
end effects of Juvenlled literature. It was found (1) most of
their e^erlences were significant and well remembez>ed, (2) the
books varied widely In titles and contents, (3) the kinds of In¬
fluences were classified In order of frequency and were either
Identification, emotional responses, contributions to overt
activities, escape, or i^eclf Ic reactions to details.
17* Teachers idxo are concerned about children's reading
Interest should remembert
(a) Most children have a common developmental pattern
(b) The child's Interest develops within his physical
and econonlo environment
(c) Teachers may use interest for motivational purposes
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(d) Use studies of reading Interest which will give
Ideas of books to be used for certain studies
(e) Accessibility of availability, cixrricular demands,
friends, recommendations, and the teachers' en¬
thusiasm are chief environmental factors Influencing
choices of books
The review of related literature Indicated, finally, that
the present study was being done In an area of tremendous Im¬
portance and of fairly extensive research. It was noted, how¬
ever, that although it follows the design of many earlier In¬
vestigations It makes Its special contributions Ini
1. Addressing Itself to urban md rtu'al pupils*
2. Investigating some aspects of Interests which oth^c
studies had not reported*
Summary of Findings
En.1oyment of Reading*—Data secured with regard to enjoy-^
m^t of reading Indicated that the majority of the fourth-grade
pupils at Rlsley Elementary School, Brimswlck, Georgia and
Sterling Consolidated School, Glynn County, Sterling, Georgia
enjoyed reading and their parents contributed to this enjoyment.
The difference between the fourth grade pupils of the two schools
on the response to the enjoyment of reading was not statistically
significant because the resultant **t" was less than 1*96 at the
0.05 level of confidence as shown In Table 1.
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Secturlnp; Cards from the Public or School Library*—Data ob¬
tained frcai the questionnaire on securing cards from the public
or school library revealed that a little over one-half of the
fourth grade pupils at both schools had library cards. The dif¬
ference between the fourth grade pupils of the two schools was
not statistically significant beca^^ae the resultant "t" was
less than 1.96 at the 0,05 level of confidence*
Use of Library.—As shown In Table 3# the data on the use
of the library showed that all the pupils In the Rlsley and
Sterling Schools used the school library, but a good majority
of the pupils never made use of the public library facilities.
To the questions How often do you get books from the public
library?, there was no significant difference because both
grades registered Jk 2 or 7 per cent, respectively, to the re¬
sponse of securing books twice a week.
Humber of Hours Pupils Spent Weekly In Reading Apart from
Lessons.—The data on "Number of hours pupils spent weekly In
reading apart from lessons” as obtained from the expressions of
the fourth grade pupils of the two schools revealed that the
time ranged frcaa 0 to one hour and 0 to 1 5/9 hour.
Habits of Reading
Time of Day Pupils Preferred Reading.—The findings on the
"Time of day pupils preferred reading" as obtained from the ex¬
pressions of the two schools revealed that the majority of
no
the fourth grade pupils at Hlsley preferred reading at nl^t,
while the majority of pupils at Sterling liked to read In the
afternoon.
The pupils at Rlsley further Indicated that they preferred
reading on Sunday, while the majority of the fourth grade pu¬
pils at Sterling preferred reading on Monday,
Attitudes Toward Reading Various Types of Books,—Data ob¬
tained In Table 2 show the attlteides toward various types of
books under the following categories: "Often Read," "Seldom
Read," and "Never Read,"
Pupils* Expressions as to What They Think About Reading,—
In both schools the findings on pupllA1 negative and posltlve
reactions as to what they think about reading were not statis¬
tically significant because the resultant "t" was less than
1,96 at the 0,05 level of confidence.
Attitude Toward School,—To the qiiestlon: 'Do you like
school?, the fourth grade pupils of the Rlsley School responded
with 20 or 6? per cent "yes" and "no" respectively, and 7 or 23
per cent gave no response; whereas, the pupils of the Sterling
School respoiruied with 30 or 100 per cent "yes."
Choice of Subjects According to Order of Preference.—The
data on the "choice of subjects according to order of preference,"
as obtained from the expressions of the fourth grade pupils of
Rlsley School listed the following subjects: Arithmetic, first
choice; English, second choice; and Spelling, third choice;
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whereas, the fourth grade pupils of Sterling listed the follow¬
ing subjects: Spelling, first choice; Arithmetic, second
choice; and English, third choice.
Pupils* Preferences In Reading Actlvltles»—Ihe data on
"Pupils* preferences In reading activities" according to the
"Best Liked" and "Least Liked" activities Indicated that the
following activities were the "Best Liked" by the fourth grade
pupils of Hlsley School; Looking at the Sunday "funnies^” read¬
ing books, reading jokes, llstenlx^ to stories and working puz¬
zles, waereas the fourth grade pupils best liked activities at
Sterling were: reading jokes, working puzzles, reading books,
listening to stories and looking at the Sunday "funnies." There
seemed to be no difference between the best liked activities of
the groups because the same activities were liked by both groups*
The least liked activity at Rlsley was locating materials
by using the encyclopedia and dictionary; at Sterling, locating
materials by using supplementary books and dramatizing from .
group reading*
Titles of Books Presented In Order of Preference,—The
data on the books presented In order of preference as obtained
from the expressions of the fourth grade pupils of the two
schools Indicated that at Rlsley Snow White was read by 28 or
93 per cent; vhereas at Sterling, 21 or 70 per cent read the
same book. At Rlsley, Alice In Wonderland was read by 28 or 93
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per cent; whereas at Sterling, l8 or 60 per cent of the pupils
read the book. At Rlsley, Little Black Sambo was read by 2]+ or
80 per cent; whereas at Sterling, 2? or 90 per cent read the
book. Uncle Remus, which ranked third at Sterling with 23 or
76 per cent of the pupils reading the book, was not read widely
in the city school.
Humber of Books Which Pupils Owned.~«The data given on the
number of books which pupils owned at home revealed that the
fourth grade pupils of Rlsley had the leading role. At Rlsley
the pupils owned 3h books; whereas at Sterling the fourth grade
pupils owned I6 books*
The name of the books which the fourth grade pupils of
Rlsley owned were The Story of Tea. The Bird House, Red Riding
Hood and Cinderella. At Sterling the fourth grade pupils owned
Congo, Jack and Jill. Three Little Pigs and Lassie the Dog*
Most Liked Conic Books Read by Pupils Reported In Order of
Preference .--The findings on the "Most liked comic books read by
the fourth grade pupils of Rlsley and Sterling Schools are re¬
ported in order of preference*
In comparing the reading interest of comic books read by the
pupils of the fourth grades of the two schools, Donald Duck was
a favorite at both schools; Dick Tracy ranked second at both
schools; Hopalong Cassidy ranked third at Rlsley, while Superman
ranked third at Sterling. The otiaer comic books are listed In a
table In Chapter 2*
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Moat Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented In
Order of Ejcpressed Preferencea»-»-Th» data on "most preferred
comic strips read by pupils presented in order of expressed
preferences” as obtained from the ejqpressions of the fourth
grade pupils of the two schools revealed that witii few exceptions
the reading interest on comic stzdps at Risley vary from those
in the foTxrth grade at Sterling to a rather marked degree.
"Mickey Mouse” z^ked first at Risley and "Terry and the
Pirates" ranked first at Sterling. The readings of comic
strips in general indicate the attitudes of the pupils as given
to pranks» revenge and tricks.
Number and Percmtage Distribution of Pupils Concerning
Various Habits of Reading the CcMnic Strips of the Fourth Grade
Pupils of Risley and Sterling Schools.-—Information concez*ning
the habits of reading the comic strips was based on the follow¬
ing responses! "dally^" "at night,” "three times a week" and
"only on Sundays." The responses to "dally," "at night,"
"throe times a week" and "only on Sundays" was not statistically
sigiifleant because the resultant "t" was less than 1.96 at the
0.05 level of confidence.
Mean Percentapie of Correct Performances on a Test Measuring
Facts Known About Comic Book Characters.—The data on "mean
percentages of correct performances on a test measuring facts
known about comic book characters" as obtained from the expres-
Ilk
slons of the fourth grade pupils of the two schools led to the
conclusion that at Rlsley the pupils had a truer concept of the
identity of comic book characters than those at Sterling, the
mean percentage being 85 per cent; whereas at Sterling the mean
percentage was 74 P®** cent* - '
Titles of Magazines and Newspapers Presented In Order of
Preferences*»*The data given revealed that the least liked maga¬
zines are about Negroes* This seems strange, but Is possibly
true In the rural areas because the circulation of magazines In
the community Is limited* Best liked In order of preference
were Life and Looks whereas at Sterling Look, Jet and Life were
liked best*
Newspapers best liked and least liked are portrayed In a
table of Chapter II*
Nunfoer and Percentage Distribution of Responses Concerning
Sections of the Newspaper Liked Best*— According to the trend
of reading habits established by most young people. It was found
that the majority of pupils of the Rlsley and Sterling Schools
liked the comic section of the newspai>er with sports as second
cholde* The responses on the sections of the newspaper best
liked by the two schools were not statistically significant be¬
cause the Indicated "t” was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of
confidence*
Number and Percentage Distribution of Pupils* Responses Gon-
cernln.-s: Various Habits of Newspaper Reading*— Information con-
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cernlng the habits of reading the newspaper was based on the
following responses: "every day," "at nl^t," "three tliMS
weekly," "on a special day of the week," "for exciting news,"
and "never,"
The responses to the Items designating "dally," "at nl^t,"
"three times weekly," "on a special day of the week," "for ex¬
citing news," and "never" were not statistically significant be¬
cause the Indicated "t" was less than 1,96 at the 0,05 level of
confidence.
Amount of Time Pupils Spent During the Week Reading the
Newspaper,—The findings obtained from the fourth grade pupils
of Rlsley showed that l4 or i|6 x>er cent of tiie pupils spent 7
hours and 1|.0 minutes during the week reading the newspaper; 16
ov 54 cent of the pupils gave no Indication of the time
spent In newspaper reading! whereas the fourth grade pupils of
Sterling j^owed that 20 or 6? per cent spent 9 hours 45 minutes
during the week reading the newspaper, while 10 or 33 par cent
of the pupils gave no Indications of the time spent In newspaper
reading*
Whare Magazines ^e Obtainsd,—The data concerning where
magazines were obtained Indicated that they were secured from
newsstands and by mall, Fotirth grade pupils of Rlsley and
Sterling accorded In these responses and hence there was no
stjatlstlcal significance since the resultant "t" was less Uian
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1,96 at th® 0*05 level of confidence..
Fifth Grade Pupils
Suamarj of Findings
Enjoyment of Readin/^«-»"»A mass majority of 97 and 93 per
cent of the fifth grade pupils at Blsley and Sterling Schools
indicated that they do enjoy reading. They also Indicated that
their enjoyment was aided by the fact that their parents have
been helpful in ways of encouraging tiicaa. The findings pertl-
n«it to these facts are further exemplified in Table 1. The
difference between the fifth grade pupils of the two schools
on the response to the enjoyment of reading was not statist!-
cally slgnifiesnt because the remitant "t" was leas than 1.96
at the 0.05 level of confidence as shown in Table 1.
Securing from the Public or School Llbrairy.—Responses to
obtaining cards from the library Indicated that the majority of
the fifth graders at Risley and Sterling Schools possessed
library cards. The difference between the fifth grade pupils
of the two schools was not statistically sigaificant because
the resultant "t” was less than 1.96 at the 0.05 level of con¬
fidence •
Use of Library.—Because of certain difficulties over which
we have no control^ it was found that a majority of tiie pupils
at Risley Elementary School and Sterling Consolidated Schools
did not have access to public library facilities.
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Humber of Hours Spent Weekly In Reading Apart from Lessons,—
The data on "Humber of hours pupils spent weekly In reading
apart from lessons" as obtained from the expressions of the fifth
grade pupils of the two schools revealed that the time ranged
from 0 or 1*55 hours*
Habits of Reading
The Time of Day Pupils Prefei»red Reading*-*- The data on
"time of day pupils preferred reading" as obtained from the ex¬
pressions of the fifth grade pupils of the two schools reveal
that the majority of the pupils at Rlsley preferred night read¬
ing while those at Sterling preferred to read In the afternoon*
The pupils at Rlsley and Sterling further Indicated that
they preferred reading on Monday and Sunday respectively*
Attitudes Toward Reading Various Types of Books*— The data
on "percentage distribution of certain attitudes toward reading
various types of books" as obtained from the expressions of the
fifth grade pupils of the two schools show that at Rlsley fairy
tales rank first and at Sterling Bible stories rank first* In
second place at Rlsley is history while at Sterling comics are
in second place* It Is Indicated that the preference for read¬
ing Is motivated by the type of material with which the children
are provided* This Is shown In Table 7*
The data on "Pupils* Expressions as to What They Think
about Reading" as obtained from the expressions of the fifth
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grade puplla of the two schools show that the positive response
of the two schools vary by only one point* At Risley the posi¬
tive response is 23, at Sterling, 71 per cent* The negative re¬
sponse at Risley is 28 per cent, at Sterling ^e negative re¬
sponse was 29 per cent*
The negative and positive responses of tiie fifth grade pu¬
pils of the Risley and Sterling Schools as to what they think
reading were not statistically significant because the resultant
"t” was less than 1*96 at the 0*05 level of confidence*
Attitude Toward School*—To the question: "Do you like
school?", the fifth grade pupils of Risley School responded with
29 or 97 per cent and 1 or 3 per cent "yes" and "no" respectively;
whereas the fifth grade pupils of Sterling responded with 29 or
97 per cent and 1 or 3 per cent respectively. There was no
statistically significant difference since the pupils of both
schools registered the same response*
Choice of Subjects*—The data on "choice of subjects" ac¬
cording to order of preference as obtained from the ekpressions
of the fifth grade pupils of the two schools showed that at
Risley the ranking order was arithmetic, reading, spelling,
while at Sterling the order had spelling in first place and
reading in that order*
Pupils* Preferences in Reading Activities*—The data on




the expressions of the fifth grade of the two schools show that
the best liked activities were as follows: At Risley reading
books was in first place; the other ranking order at Risley-'*
listening to stories^ reading jokes* working puzzles and writing
short poems; ihile at Sterling in first place was listening to
stories* followed by reading jokes* books* working puzzles and
writing short poems. The least liked activities at Risley were
locating materials by using tables of content* encyclopedias*
and dictionaries* and supplementary books.
At Sterling the best liked activities were listening to
stories* reading jokes* reading books and working puzzles. The
•least-liked" activities were dramatizing from group reading and
visiting the public library. There seemed to be no differences
between the two groups because they liked the same activities*
Titles of Books Presented in Order of Preference.—The
data on "titles of books presented in order of preference" as
obtained from the expressions of the fifth grade pupils of the
two schools showed that at Risley* Snow White. Little Black
Sambo, and Alice in Wonderlemd; whereas at Sterling* Snow White
Little Black Sambo and Crybaby Calf were first choice prefer¬
ences respectively.
The least liked in order of preference at Risley were Fix
It, Please and Crybaby Calf; whereas at Sterling, Pinocchio
Billy Blaze racked least according to order of preference
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Pupils* indication of personal books at hcwie were mentioned^
namely at Rlsley Little Black Sambo and Peter Pan; whereas at
Sterling, Three Little Plp.a and Little Black Sambo.
Humber of Books Which Pupils Owned.The findings Indicated
on the number of books which pupils owned at home revealed that
the fifth grade pupils at Rlsley owned 16 books and those at
Sterling owned 15 books*
The name of the books which the fifth grade pupils of Rlsley
owned were Little Black Seunbo, Little Eve* Snow White and Peter
Pan. At Sterling the fifth grade pupils owned Three Little
Pigs. Benny Boy, Conp;o Ride and Little Black Sambo*
Most Liked Comic Books Read by Pupils Reported in Order of
Preference*--The findings on the beat liked comic books read by
the fifth grade pupils of Rlsley and Sterling Schools were re¬
ported In order of preference, which showed that In first place
at Rlsley was Donald Duck with Bu,p:3 Bunny. Little Iodine.
Tarzan and Superman* followlngi whereas at Sterling Donald Duck
was followed by Dick Tracy, Blondle, Hopalong Cassidy. Superman
and Mighty Mouse* Others that were used will be found in a
table of Chapter II.
Moat Preferred Comic Strips Read by Pupils Presented In
Order of Expressed Preferences.—The findings on most preferred
comic strips read by pupils at the two schools showed that at
Rlsley, in first place was "Donald Duck," with "Mickey Mouse,"
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"Red Rider," and "Henry," respectively; whereas at Sterling
^Donald Dueled’ was succeeded by "Henry," "Mickey Mouse," and
"Blondle*" Others which were read are shown In a table of
Chapter II,
Number and Percentages of Pupils Concerning Various Habits
of Reading the Corale Strips«-»»Infonaatlon concerning the habits
of reading the comic strips was based on the following responses:
"dally," "at nl^t," "three times weekly," and "only on Sundays,"
For the pupils of the two fifth grades there were no signif¬
icant differences between percentages In habits of reading "at
night," "three times weekly," and "only on Sunday," In each
case the resultant "t" was less than I.96 at the ,05 level of
confidence. Conversely, their percentage of responses to habits
of reading the comics "dally" showed a significant difference
In that the "t" of 3*1 was greater than 2,58 at the ,01 level of
confidence.
Mean Percentages of Correct Performances on a Test Meas¬
uring Facts Known about Comic Book Characters.—The findings on
"mean" percentages of correct performances on a test measuring
facts known about comic book characters as obtained from the ex¬
pressions of the fifth grade pupils of the two schools indicated
that at the Sterling School the pupils had a truer concept of the
identity of comic book characters than those at Rlsley, the mean
percentage being 98 per cent whereas at Rlsley the mean percentage
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vaa 80 per cent. The survey shows with such outstanding charac¬
ters as Dick Tracy as a crime filter 28 or 93 pox* cent at
Sterling classified him correctly with his duties, while only
18 or 60 per cent gave the correct impression. Further, ex¬
amples such as Kid Colt as an outlaw 20 or 6? par cent knew the
correct answer at Sterling; whereas 13 or per cent knew the
correct answer at Risley.
Titles of Magaslnea and Newspapers Presented in Order of
Preference.—The data obtained revealed that the fifth grade
pupils of Risley and Sterling enjoyed reading the colored maga-
sines and newspapers.
It was also indicated that at Risley and Sterling the fifth
grade pupils liked the same newspaper.
Number and Percentage Distribut ion of Responses Concerning
Sections of the Newspaper Liked Best.—It was found that the
comics was t.he favorite section of the newspaper liked by the
two groups of the fifth grade pupils, ^eir choices of sections
of the newspaper, namely comics, sports, and news were not sta¬
tistically si^iflcant because the resultant "t" was less than
1.96 at the 0.05 level of confidence; although the section on
Pictures was statistically significant because the resultant
"t" in favor of Risley was greater than 2.58 at the 0.01 level
of confidmice.
Number and Percentage Distribution of Pupils* Responses
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Concerning Various Habits of Newspaper Readtn.q^-*- The data on
”the number and percentage distribution of pupils' responses
concerning various habits of newspaper reading" as obtained
from the expressions of the fifth grade pupils of the two sdiools
were on items which designated tbs following responses> "dailj*"
"at ni^tf" "three times weekly," "on a special day of the Week,"
"for exciting news," and "never*" The responses to the above
mentioned responses were not statistically significant because
they were less than 1*96 at the 0^0$ level of confidence*
Amount of Time Pupils Spent During the Week Reading the
Newspaper*«»«> The findings obtained from the fifth grade pupils
of Risley showed that 15 or 20 per cent gave no indication of
the time spent in newspaper readlngi whereas, the fifth grade
pupils of Sterling shoved that 19 or 63 por cent spent 9 hours
and five minutes during the week reading the newspaper, 11 or
37 pox* cent gave no Indication of the time spent during the
s[eek reading the newspaper*
Where Magaslnes were Obtained***- The data concerning "Where
magazines were obtained" indicated that they were secured from
newsstands and by mail. The fifth grade pupils of Risley and
Sterling accorded in tfaese responses and hence there was no
statistically significant difference since the resultant "t"
was less than 1*96 at the 0«05 level of confidence*
Cmcluslons*— The analysis and interpretation of the data
for this research would appear to justify the conclusions to
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follow:
!• Pupils f]*om both fourth and fifth grades of Risley
Elementary and Sterling Consolidated Schools gave Indication of
Interest In reading and of a hl^ level of enjoymrait of the kinds
of materials which they preferred. For the most part, however,
their preferences lacked extensiveness and variety.
2. For the most part pupils of both schools showed that
they made large use of the school library and limited use of the
public library.
3. In habits of reading both groups indicated that they
spent time in reading, although pupils In the more urbanized cen¬
ter read mainly at night, while those in the rural areas read
mainly in the afternoon.
4. Book reading among pupils of both schools was more
largely concerned with reading In content areas rather than for
recreation. Among the rural school group, however, Bible stories
received high preference.
5. A majority of the children enrolled in both the schools
expressed that they liked to attend school.
6. The children of the Rlsley Elementary and Sterling Con¬
solidated Schools appeared to like the type of narration. Jokes,
and puzzles which have been found to be the characteristic read¬
ing preferences of school children of comparable age ranges.
7. The pupils of the Rlsley Elementary and Sterling
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Schools universally manifested the present day interest and
enthusiasm in comic books and comic strips which is so characo
terlstlc of the present decade.
6. The children of the Risley and Sterling Schools showed
a preference for periodical and newspaper media which were pro¬
fusely illustrated with color and graphic representations. It
would appear that the children of these two schools were approxi¬
mately equal in their interest in enthusiasm for reading the
newspaper.
9* Interestingly enough, the children of the Risley and
Sterling Schools showed a marked dislike for or obvious in¬
difference to visitations to the pv^lie library and for the
utilization of the resources of the library to meet their
scholastic cultural and recreational needs.
Implications.—The interpretation of the data appears to
warrant the following implications:
1. Since it was found that the children of the Risley
and Sterling Schools were enthusiastically interested in and
profoundly affected by all types of reading materials exempli¬
fied by the comic strip media, there is a challenging need for
educators to explore the possibilities for educative experiences
of a more desirable type as well as with scholastic design in
order to take advantage of this natural motivation of yotuig
learners
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2* It would appear that the fact that children mho desired
to have others read to them had a preference for an oral learn¬
ing situation especially may have significant educational Impli¬
cation for the school’s use of radio and the television and for
the extending of personal reading interest In books and other
material related to tjhe topics being considered^.
3« The fondness of these children of the* Rlsley and
Sterling Schools for adventure and thrills of the comic strips
and books might suggest the need for fruitful procedures which
would capitalize upon these interests and enhance participation
in areas such as creative art#
Recomnendatlons#— The findings of this research would
appear to warrant tiie following recommendations#
1. There Is urgent need of more effective direction and
cultivation of tastes In reading of children*
2# The children’s choices of reading material should be
given careful consideration In all reading programs*
3# Since it was found that children are extremely
Interested In comic books some at the best types of comic books
and other materials making similar appeals ^ould be Included
in the school’s library#
li# Although the children at both schools enjoyed reading
and read newspapers# there are still a large per cent who did
not read the newspaper at all; some type of program should be
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initiated so as to encourage more newspaper reading on the part
of all the children.
5> Some type of program diould be started to encourage
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7# Bagwood 19* Saperaan '
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B«ad tha Comio Strlpa listed baXov^ Draw a elrela around
the numbers of all the eomle strips that you read l^quently#
1* Abble an* Slats 13. Steve Gordon
2* Dlek Tracy li^. The Captain and the Bids
3* Flash Gordon 15. Kerry Drake
k* Smllln* Jack 16* Little Orj^an Annie
5. Popeye 17* Boon Mullins
6* Ll»l Abner 18* Henry
7* Smltty 19* Donald Duck
8. Bickey Mouse 20* Terry and the Pirates
9m Gasoline Alley 21* Toots and Casper
10. Winnie Winkle 22* Superman
11. Tiny Tim 23. Br«ida Starr
12* Blondle 24* Red Elder
25* Mary Worth
Cheek (x) the time you like to read ^e ecmle strips*
( ) dally ( } CKoly osa. Sundays
( ) at nl^t ( )
( ) three times a week ( ) _____________
List the names of other etmale strips that you read*
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Read the statements below* If the statement Is true en»
circle the word "yes," If the statement Is false encircle the
word "no*"
1* Dick Tracy la a crime fighter yea no
2* Flash Gordon la the chief of the space control club yes no
3* Kid Colt Is an yes no
Ij.* Sweetpea married011ve’«yes no
5* Popeye is a cross-eyed sailor———————— yes no
6* Kerry Drake la a very fsunous detective—————— yes no
7* The Phanton la called the ghost who walks——— yes no
8* Grandma Is a very mean old woman"*"*""——— yea no
9* Dagwood never fights with his Bosa»*""-«"*yes no
10* Henry is a talkative little boy———*» yes no
11* Snuffy Smith lives In the mountadns yes no
12* Baby Sister was once a great football player""—""* yea no
13* Mutt Is a tall handsomeguy—* yes no
II4.* Mopsy is always talking about her boy frlcsnd—*—*- yes no
15« Red Rider rides a red horse——*—"—*—*—• yes no
16* Brenda Starr la a newspaper woman—yes no
17* Alley Oop is a bigape**—yes no
18* Mary Worth Is a very pretty girl*——*—— yea no
19* Black Diamond Is a law"abldlng citizen*"——""— yes no
20* Black Rider Is a broadcaster——*——"—*— yes no
21* Buck Jones Is a aInger***—**yes no
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22« Hopalorig Cassidy is a p«aca loTing man ••70s no
23* Gabby Hayos la a eosilealiT covboy
2l|» Tex Rlttep la a sberlff
25« l^asb Laruo is a bandit
Part .iV
, ■' V
Cbeek <1) tba novspaper that yot^ r^ad*
( } The Brunsvlch Hows ( ) The Atlanta Journal
( ) The Atlanta Dally World { ) Pittsburgh Courier
( ) Chicago Defender ( ) BSlaml Whip
( } The Atlanta Constitution { ) Sawannah looming Hews
What other newspaper do you readt
Cheek (x) The seetion of the newspaper which you loke to read*
( ) Comics ( ) Photographic part (Pictures)
( ) Sports () Hews
How often do you read the newspapert
{ ) every day ( } at least 3 times a week
( ) at night ( ) on a special day of the week
( } never ( ) <xily wh«i there is something ex<*
citing (example — circus^ fair or
parade)
How much time during the week do you spend reading the newspaper?
Part y
What magaxlnes are received regularly in your home?
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Underline thoae which you read*
Where do you get your magazines?
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